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Vision and Mission
The International Gas Union (IGU) is a worldwide, non-

 IGU works to improve the competitiveness

profit organisation promoting the progress of the gas

of gas in the world energy markets by promoting

industry. Through its many member countries and

transparency, public acceptance efforts and the

corporations representing over 95% of the global gas

removal of supply and market access barriers.

market, IGU covers all aspects of the gas industry.

 IGU seeks to collaborate with governmental
agencies and multilateral organisations to

Vision

demonstrate the economic, social and

As the global voice of gas, IGU seeks to improve the

environmental benefits of gas in the global

quality of life by advancing gas as a key contributor

energy mix.

to a sustainable energy future.

 IGU supports and facilitates the development
of new technologies and best practices, while

Mission

emphasising sound environmental performance,

 IGU is the key and credible advocate of political,

safety, reliability and efficiency across the entire

technical and economic progress of the global gas
industry, directly and through its members and in
collaboration with other multilateral organisations.
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value chain.
 IGU maximises the value of its services to
members and other stakeholders.

Successfully Producing LNG for a Half-Century
From Kenai first producing and importing LNG to Japan in 1969 to starting up 15 new
large-scale LNG trains on-time in Australia and the U.S. Gulf Coast over the past four years,
the Optimized Cascade® process provides more than 100 million metric tons per year of
the world’s LNG supply capacity and is licensed in 27 trains around the world.

The Optimized Cascade® process:
Proud past, bright future
We Deliver:
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• Industry-leading performance, efficiency, and operational flexibility
• Predictable execution, startup and operation
• Scalable train design from 1.5 to 7 MTPA
• Wide feed gas composition capability

The Optimized Cascade® process now provides
more EPC Contractor choices for our clients
To learn more, visit lnglicensing.conocophillips.com.

Liquefied Natural Gas
Optimized Cascade® is a registered trademark of ConocoPhillips Company in the
United States and certain other countries.
© ConocoPhillips Company. 2019. All rights reserved.

ENGIE : SA AU CAPITAL DE 2 435 285 011 € - RCS NANTERRE 542 107 651. © Getty Images.

Developing biogas
in our towns
to fuel the agricultural sector
in our rural communities.
ENGIE, solutions to support
your zero-carbon transition.
Alongside our partners, we are investing €800 million in green gas
between now and 2022 in France. We are banking on biogas,
in particular by working with farmers whose waste products we recycle,
thus contributing to the agro-ecological transition.
For more information, visit engie.com
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
AND THE SECRETARY GENERAL
Dear Colleagues,

hand the reins to China, we are pleased

At the time of writing, the World Health

with the significant progress being

to our host the Indonesian Gas

Organisation (WHO) declared the

made towards fulfilling the strategic

Association for a memorable week in

Novel Coronavirus, COVID-19, a pan

plan set out at the start of the

this beautiful city, which has played

demic, pushing the threat beyond the

Presidency. We are grateful to have so

such an important role in IGU’s history.

global health emergency it had

many active industry experts actively

announced in January.

participating in the 11 committees and

celebrated the 2019 edition of the

three task forces of IGU, one of the key

Latin America and Caribbean Gas

strengths of IGU’s vast network.

Conference in Lima, Peru. The event

We are hopeful that everyone has
followed and is following the advice
from the health authorities and your

We continue to raise the Global

Our most sincere appreciation goes

In November of last year, we

brought together high-level govern

individual organisations. Beyond that,

Voice of Gas through our active

ment representatives, regulatory

the effectiveness of the societal res

engagement in the most significant

bodies, national and international gas

ponse to COVID-19 relies on individuals

global energy policy debates and fora.

companies, investors and solution

Your IGU leadership team remains

providers to uncover investment

making wise decisions and showing
care for each other.
We have taken the prudent decision

hard at work advocating for gas as a

opportunities in Latin America and

critical part of the world’s energy

the Caribbean’s gas sectors.

to postpone the meetings of the

portfolio. At the same time, we are

IGU also hosted two side events

Coordination Committee and Executive

working hard to ensure that the value

during the UN Climate Change

Committee, which were scheduled for

to IGU membership retains and

Conference (COP 25), held in Madrid

April 21-23 in Prague, in light of the

increases its relevance.

during the first half of December. The
first event took place on December 2,

global impact of the COVID-19 out
break. The health and well-being

Key developments

with the support of the Korean

of the IGU community, as well as that

Let us turn to some of the key dev

Delegation at the Korea Country

of our local host community, are

elopments that took place in the last

Pavilion, and it focused on the

the priority.

six months.

environmental, economic and societal

Despite the current serious

Last October a historic event for IGU

value of natural gas as a transport fuel.

challenges, this year promises to be

took place, during the Council meeting

The second event was on December

a very significant stepping-stone for

in Yogyakarta, Indonesia. The Council

12, kindly hosted by the Presiding

the global natural gas industry and

voted to establish a permanent head

Chilean Delegation at their Pavilion.

IGU, particularly, as we prepare to host

quarters and to base it in London, UK.

We launched the fourth edition of

the next edition of the World Gas

The implementation team approved at

the Urban Air Quality report series

Conference, in Daegu, Korea, in

the Council meeting is now working

during this event, presenting one of

June 2021.

towards completing the necessary

the cases on a clean air panel, and

plans to enable the move to a

highlighted Chile’s commitment to

permanent headquarters.

air quality and GHG improvement

As we are approaching the final year
of the Korea Presidency and prepare to
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through measures to increase renew

Concurrently with the IGRC2020

ables and natural gas in the country’s

Conference, and through the MGP

expected for late April/early May.

energy mix.

initiative, an executive and master

You will be able to download it from

class training session was delivered

www.igu.org.

Another critically important global

report release continues and is

debate, where IGU continues to have

to industry members from the MENA

a strong voice is that of methane

region. We appreciate Total’s kind

reports are expected to be released

emissions. As one of the original

sponsorship of this training session.

over the next several months. They

supporting signatories, we continue to

The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Additionally, a number of other

include the 2020 edition of the

be engaged and supportive of the

holds this year’s G20 Presidency.

Wholesale Gas Price Survey, a very

Methane Guiding Principles (MGP)

A very ambitious programme has

important report on Technology

initiative and participated in the

been developed under the theme

and Innovation and the annual

annual MGP Roundtable in January

of “Realising Opportunities of the

Global Gas Report.

in London. IGU was represented by

21st Century for All”.

the President and the Public Affairs

The agenda of the Energy

The Korea Presidency continues
to advance the WGC 2021 organ

Director, Menelaos (Mel) Ydreos. This

Sustainability Working Group (ESWG)

isational work. In addition, our China

meeting reunites all members to

is focused on the Circular Carbon

Vice-Presidency is busy preparing its

discuss and agree on the work plan for

Economy, covering the contribution

triennium plans and has recently

the year. We would like to encourage

of all energy sources to the four Rs

conducted a survey of the member-

everyone to continue the efforts

of the Circular Carbon Economy:

ship in order to obtain feedback and

towards better measurement, docu

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Remove.

suggestions towards the development

mentation and reduction of methane

In addition, the ESWG will address

of the strategic plan for the next

leaks. IGU remains committed to

energy security and market stability

three years.

supporting its members in this

for economic prosperity and to

important area.

improve people’s livelihoods.

Despite many challenges and

Menelaos (Mel) Ydreos, IGU Public

Last but not least, we would like
to encourage your comments and
feedback. Your thoughts and opinions

difficult circumstances encountered by

Affairs Director, made presentations

are very important to us, as it is our

the IGRC2020 hosts, Oman LNG and

at the Circular Carbon Economy and

utmost priority to ensure that our

the Government of the Sultanate of

Energy Security and Market Stability

members are being heard. If you

Oman, a great conference was held on

Workshops which were held in Riyadh,

have suggestions related to the IGU

February 24-26 in Muscat. This world-

Saudi Arabia on March 5-6 and parti

magazine, please submit them to

class event allowed participants from

cipated in the first ESWG meeting on

info@igu.org.

34 countries to discuss and share

March 7-8.

Thank you for your continued

information on the technology and

support and active engagement as

innovation developments that will

Coming soon

we work to advance the natural gas

ensure that gas plays a vital economic

And now to the coming soon portion

industry and enhance IGU’s relevance.

and environmental role in a sustainable

of our message! We are ready for

future. We would like to thank our

the imminent release of IGU’s 2020

Joo-Myung (Joe) Kang

hosts for an excellent conference and

World LNG Report – one of the most

IGU President

their well-known warm hospitality

sought-out IGU reports, delivered by

Luis Bertrán Rafecas

which we have all come to appreciate.

the LNG Committee. Planning for the

IGU Secretary General
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We see
possibilities in
the sun and wind.

And in natural gas,
the smart partner
to renewables.

That keeps
the lights
shining bright.

We see
possibilities
everywhere.
From renewable energy and
cleaner-burning natural gas to
advanced fuels and new low carbon
businesses, BP is working to make
energy cleaner and better.

Natural gas burns 50% cleaner than coal in power generation.
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Update on IGU’s current
work programme
IGU’s committees and task forces are continuing their work under the Korean Presidency.
By Jeongwook Khang
IGU’s 2018-2021 work programme

The committees and task forces

Marketing and Communications and

is being carried out under the theme

normally meet twice a year with

“A Sustainable Future – Powered by

members taking turns to host

Gas” and the Union’s 11 committees

the gatherings. Throughout this

are responsible for organising the

and three task forces are now nearly

triennium, the Exploration and

technical sessions at the next World

two-thirds of the way through

Production, Gas Markets and

Gas Conference (WGC), which will be

the triennium.

Sustainability committees have been

held in Daegu, Korea, June 21-25, 2021,

holding joint meetings and for the

and the call for papers will be

change since the last update with

first meeting of 2020, which at press

launched on May 11. There will be

Roger Serrat taking over from Carlos

time was being planned in Cartagena,

38 Industry Insight sessions and

Serrano Tarafa as Chair of the

Columbia, but was likely to be

22 Technology and Innovation

Utilisation Committee.

postponed, they will be joined by the

sessions, which will look at com-

There has been one leadership

z Roger Serrat is the
new Chair of the
Utilisation Committee.
v The Exploration
and Production, Gas
Markets and Sustain
ability committees
are holding joint
meetings throughout
the Korean triennium.
Pictured are delegates
to the last meeting in
Madrid, Spain in
September 2019.
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Utilisation committees.
The committees and task forces
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mercial, strategic and technical issues
across the global gas industry and

IGU committees and task forces 2018-2021 and chairs
Exploration and Production

Ekaterina Litvinova, Russian Federation

Storage

John Heer, USA

Transmission

Patrick Pelle, France

Distribution

José Carlos Broisler Oliver, Brazil

Utilisation

Roger Serrat, Spain

the Presidency has selected the topics

Sustainability

M. Azhar A. Satar, Malaysia

and is inviting high-level speakers.

Strategy

Dr Gerald Linke, Germany

Gas Markets

Christina, Zhaoyan Liu, China

LNG

Farid Berrahou, Algeria

Marketing and Communications

Pierre Bartholomeus, The Netherlands

R&D and Innovation

Dr Hisataka Yakabe, Japan

Task Force 1: Strategic Communications
and Outreach

Mark McCrory, United Kingdom

Task Force 2: Energy for All

Barbara Jinks, Australia

Task Force 3: Energy Policy

Hedayat Omidvar, Iran

cover the full gas value chain.
For the Plenaries, Current Debate
sessions and Luncheon Addresses, the
Coordination Committee working with

Further details can be found in the
article on pages 20-21 by the Chairman
of the National Organising Committee,
Mr Bong Kyu Park.
As well as preparing for WGC 2021,
the committees and task forces are
working on deliverables throughout
the triennium to help raise the global

and then the Strategy Committee

on a report looking at how natural gas

will release the 2020 edition of the

can deliver high efficiency, while the

Report coordinated by the LNG

Wholesale Gas Price Survey. The

Sustainability Committee is preparing

Committee in late April/early May,

Strategy Committee is also working

a report on the development of green

voice of gas.
IGU will release the 2020 World LNG

gases and the Utilisation Committee
one on the use of gas to fuel heavy
transport vehicles. There is also an IGU
report coming up on the contribution
of gas to energy access and economic
development for which the Energy for
All Task Force is producing seven case
studies and preparing the narrative.
Membership of the committees
and task forces has reached 897
from 49 countries and it is not too
late to join. IGU members can
nominate delegates by contacting
the Deputy Manager of the Korea
Presidency Team, Ms Seyoung Ha
(syha@wgc2021.kr) or me directly
(jwkhang@wgc2021.kr).
Jeongwook Khang is the Chair of IGU’s
Coordination Committee.
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Meeting the world’s
energy demands
Qatargas provides quality LNG and other hydrocarbon products to the
global market safely and reliably. We operate 14 mega LNG trains with
a total production capacity of 77 million tonnes per annum, two of the
world’s largest condensate reﬁneries, two sales gas facilities, two
helium plants, and a chartered ﬂeet of 70 LNG vessels. Through
eﬃcient and reliable operations, commitment to our customers and
the environment, we supply cleaner energy to the world.

The World’s Premier LNG Company
www.qatargas.com

Features
This issue’s features section starts with a report on
preparations for WGC 2021 in Daegu, Korea, followed
by one on the European Green Deal. Then we have two
articles from IGU’s R&D and Innovation Committee, the
first looking at robotic inspections and the second at
transforming waste heat into renewable heat. Next up
are reports on the Latin America and Caribbean Gas
Conference, the evolution of natural gas in Colombia
and Latin America, the LNG outlook for 2020 and from
IGU affiliated organisation NGVA Europe on the latest
developments in the use of gas as vehicle fuel.
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A better world
With natural gas as the world’s cleanest
and most efcient fossil fuel, Oman
LNG’s operations near the Omani city of
Sur, is helping to make for a better world.
Since starting production in 2000, we
have delivered over 2,300 cargoes to
customers, remaining a reliable supplier
of liqueed natural gas that is helping to
reduce carbon emissions and preserve
the earth’s natural environment for future generations to enjoy.
For centuries, this beautiful coastbound nation of Oman was a trade
centre connecting different parts of the
world through vibrant and ourishing
commerce relations. Trade that supported lives in far lands. At Oman LNG, we
continue that tradition of seafarers and
commerce through bringing energy to
many corners of the world.
Oman Liqueed Natural Gas LLC (Oman
LNG) is a joint venture company established by a Royal Decree in 1994 operating under the laws of the Sultanate of
Oman. The company engages in the business of producing and selling liqueed
natural gas (LNG), and its by-product, natural gas liquids (NGLs) and operates three
liquefaction trains at its plant in Qalhat, serve in Ras al Jinz in the eastern region
South Sharqiyah Governorate.
of the country boasting one of the
world’s largest breeding beaches for
Hand-in-hand with our operations Greenback Turtles.
comes a strong health, safety and environment performance. Our recent As a company our responsibility to our
achievement of over 30 million man- staff, contractors and the community is
hours without a Lost-Time Injury (LTI) is to provide a safe environment so that
testament to our HSE excellence, and they can come to work and return
an exemplary diligence and commit- home to their families, safely every day.
ment to the safety of our people, environment, and communities where we Through our empowerment philooperate. Our processes meet the sophy, we continue to develop talent
highest of ISO standards, which we are and help remove barriers to reach sucproud to maintain every year and our cess. Our aim is to develop all staff to
ceaseless efforts to support the envir- their fullest potential. We support inonment through the sponsoring of country value through focused efforts
various initiatives such as the Turtle Re- towards developing local talent and

stimulating local business ventures by
enabling Small Medium Enterprises
(SMEs), a major cornerstone of Oman’s
economy, to ourish and providing
equal opportunities to compete for all
service contracts.
The company is a corporate and social responsible organisation by maximising
benets to the employees, stakeholders
and community and has a well-designed
alignment between sustainable social
development and the business.
From powering large industries, to
keeping homes warm and the lights
on, Oman LNG is your reliable energy
partner.

Perpetual sustainable
investments in the society
of Oman
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
has been an integral part of Oman LNG
with a focused objective: to deliver tangible value to Oman and its people
through social investment by capitalising on the country’s natural gas resource. The company allocates annually
1.5% net income after tax (NIAT) to various social investment and sustainable
programmes; a commitment set when
the company was founded. In addition,
before the rst cargoes left the LNG
plant, the company invested in sustainable development projects for the community which speaks volumes about the
company’s business principles; that
Oman LNG’s initial investment in social
development began even before the
production line was fully functional.
Today, Oman LNG’s CSR programmes,
delivered through Oman LNG Development Foundation, span the entire nation and contribute to the socioeconomic development of the country.
Over the past nineteen years, the com-

pany’s social investment programmes
have spanned the length and breadth
of the country with thousands of projects ranging from healthcare and education to preserving the environment
and road safety; reecting its sincere
interest to embed the principles of social responsibility as part of its core existence. Through strengthening the
cooperation between the public and
private sector, the projects and programmes aim to supplement the
national economy and ambitious

omanlng.com

oman-lng-l-l-c-

development plans implemented in
the Sultanate.
Oman LNG Development Foundation
supports Oman LNG’s ambitious vision and dedication towards CSR. The
Foundation champions private sector
contribution to the development of
Oman and its people, through CSR
and citizenship, as an active contributor to social and societal welfare,
and through proactively addressing
community needs.

@OmanLNG

Oman LNG

omanlngllc
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WGC 2021: Leading the
sustainable future discussion
in the global gas industry
IGU’s World Gas Conference will bring together thought leaders and industry experts from across the gas
industry in Daegu, Korea, June 21-25, 2021. Here we look at preparations for the 28th edition of this landmark
triennial event. By Bong Kyu Park
With preparations well underway,

Exhibition &

event agenda and sponsorship

WGC 2021 is expected to be the largest

Convention

opportunities, and a tour of the venue

World Gas Conference to date and

Center), this venue

and exhibition.

June 2021 will mark the first time the

is considered to

event is held in Korea and the third

be the top desti

recently participated in and spoke at

time WGC takes place in Asia.

nation for exhibi

various industry events on the role that

tions, conventions

natural gas plays in working towards

and meetings in

a sustainable energy future. At IGRC

Korea is known as one of the world’s
top LNG importing countries and is

Bong Kyu Park.

IGU President Joo-Myung (Joe) Kang

home to KOGAS, the world’s largest

the country and has hosted various

2020 in Muscat, Oman in February, the

LNG importing corporation. WGC 2021

well-known international events.

NOC exhibited together with the IGU

will bring together a host of oppor

Last year, the NOC, IGU and the

Secretariat to promote WGC 2021.

tunities for attendees to learn, share,

event organisers – CWC Event

The next confirmed event we are

connect and do deals within the global

Solutions from the UK, ETF from

participating in is Gastech 2020, which

gas market while shaping the global

Australia and POD from Korea – held

will be held in Singapore, September

energy agenda and discussing the role

planning meetings in Seoul and Daegu

8-10, and you are cordially invited to

of gas in a sustainable future.

and discussed preparations at the first

stop by our exhibition stand and meet

Exhibitor Briefing, which was held on

the WGC 2021 team.

Hosted by the Korea Gas Union and
supported by the Korean Government,

November 19. All attendees went on a

host partner KOGAS, Daegu Metropoli

guided tour of EXCO and discussed the

Conference programme

tan City and the National Organising

branding and sponsorship oppor

The WGC 2021 conference will have a

Committee (NOC), this five-day

tunities available in this spectacular

five-day programme covering a range

conference and exhibition will be an

exhibition space. Next in the calendar,

of strategic, commercial and technical

immersive week of gas industry

we have two meetings: the IGU

topics facing the global gas industry

content and innovation with 500+

Executive Committee meeting in

today and in the future. The pro

speakers in 90 sessions, 350+ exhibi

Prague, Czech Republic in June, where

gramme will comprise a well-rounded

tors and 12,000+ global attendees

there will be a report on preparations,

mix of 90 sessions including an

from over 90 countries.

followed by the second WGC 2021

Opening Dialogue, Plenary Sessions,

Exhibitor Briefing in Daegu, where

Current Debates, Industry Insights, and

there will be further discussions on the

Technology & Innovation Sessions.

Held at the world-class exhibition
and convention centre EXCO (Daegu

20 WGC 2021: Leading the sustainable future discussion in the global gas industry
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We have recently confirmed the
plenary topics which are:
 A Sustainable Future – Powered
by Gas
 Narratives for the Evolution of the
Global Gas Market
 Market Growth Enablers in the
Gas Industry
 The Emerging Transportation
Ecosystem
 Digital Technologies Transforming

The EXCO Exhibition & Convention Center in Daegu, Korea is the venue for WGC 2021.

the Gas Industry
 Future Growth of the Asia

on May 11 when we will welcome ind

For the latest WGC 2021 updates and

ustry experts from around the world to

news, visit our website www.wgc2021.org

submit an abstract for the chance to be

and for any general conference

selected as a speaker at the world’s lar

enquiries including the Call for Papers,

gest global gas event. Mark your cal

registration, accommodation, social pro

Growth & Reducing Energy

endars if you are interested in speaking

gramme, tour options, corporate func

Poverty

and want to enter your submission.

tions and media, please contact: info@

Gas Market
 Innovation and Technology in
Gas Industries
 Access to Gas: Driving Economic

Plenary speakers confirmed include

wgc2021.org. You can also follow us on

Hee-Bong Chae, CEO of KOGAS,

Exhibition

social media via Facebook, LinkedIn,

HE Saad Sherida Al-Kaabi, Qatar’s

In other exciting news, the WGC 2021

Instagram and Twitter (#WGC2021).

Minister of Energy, Wang Yilin of China

exhibition is over 77% sold and only 12

National Petroleum Corporation, Jack

main aisle stands remain. Demand has

ensuring every effort is made to deliver

A. Fusco of Cheniere Energy and Meg

been very high for floor space so early

a hugely successful World Gas Confer

Gentle of Tellurian.

booking is recommended. If you are

ence in June 2021 and we look forward

Global energy thought leaders will

interested in showcasing your brand

to seeing you in Daegu, Korea!

also be speaking. To date we have Faith

and exhibits at WGC 2021 or want to

Birol of the International Energy Agency,

know more about sponsorship oppor

Bong Kyu Park is the Chairman of

Daniel Yergin and Michael Stoppard of

tunities, please contact Jason Berman

the National Organising Committee

IHS Markit, Nobuo Tanaka of the

of ETF at: exhibition@wgc2021.org.

for WGC 2021.

Sasakawa Peace Foundation, Coby van

As you can see, we are committed to

With support from the central and

der Linde and Maria van der Hoeven of

local government, the NOC is also

the Clingendael International Energy

working to ensure that we deliver the

Programme, Kitack Lim of the Inter

best possible service in terms of

May 29, 2020 – Call for Papers launch

national Maritime Organisation and

transportation and accommodation to

June 2020 – Registration opens

Young-hoon David Kim, Honorary Chair

all delegates. We take pride in aiming

of the World Energy Council.

to provide a first-class authentic

At present, we are diligently work
ing towards the Call for Papers launch

experience for all WGC attendees from

Key upcoming WGC 2021 dates

October 19, 2020 – Call for Papers closes
February 8, 2021 – Author notification
April 30, 2021 – Final presentations /
papers due

the host destination.
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About Cheniere
Cheniere Energy, Inc. is an international

Coast. Cheniere’s Sabine Pass liquefaction

transparent and liquid US natural gas

energy company headquartered in Houston,

project (SPL Project) is located in Cameron

market in multiple states and Canada,

Texas and is the leading producer of liquefied

Parish in southwest Louisiana and currently

process the natural gas into LNG and offer

natural gas in the United States. We provide

has five fully-operational liquefaction trains.

our customers the option to load the LNG

clean, secure and affordable energy to the

A sixth train at the SPL Project has all

onto their vessels at our terminals, or we will

world, while responsibly delivering a reliable,

necessary permits, reached FID in June 2019

deliver the LNG to regasification facilities

competitive and integrated source of LNG,

and significant construction progress has

around the world.

in a safe and rewarding work environment.

been made. When all six trains are

Approximately 80% of Cheniere’s

Cheniere’s operations, construction and

completed, the aggregate nominal

expected aggregate LNG production

development also support energy and

production capacity of the SPL Project is

capacity, either completed or under

economic development across the United

expected to be approximately 27 million

construction, is contracted through long-

States. Cheniere is the second largest LNG

tonnes per annum (mtpa) of LNG.

term agreements with investment-grade

operator in the world.

Cheniere’s Corpus Christi liquefaction

customers. The remaining volumes of

In February 2016, Cheniere became the

facility in South Texas is the first greenfield

LNG we can produce are available for our

first company to ship LNG from a commercial

LNG export facility in the US lower 48 and

integrated marketing unit to sell into the

facility in the contiguous United States. Since

began operations in 2018. Train 1 and 2

market. That gives Cheniere the unique

startup, nearly 1,000 cumulative cargoes of

are operating and Train 3 is expected to be

combination of long-term, contracted

LNG originating from Cheniere have been

fully operational in 2021. When all three

stable cash flows, with marketing oppor

delivered to 32 countries and regions

trains are completed, the aggregate nominal

tunities driven by shorter-term natural

worldwide. In support of that global reach,

production capacity of the CCL Project

gas supply and demand fundamentals in

Cheniere has additional offices in London,

is expected to be approximately 13.5 mtpa

markets worldwide.

Singapore, Washington, Beijing and Tokyo.

of LNG.

Natural gas is transported to Cheniere’s
LNG facilities via third party pipelines in

Our facilities

Our business model

which we own firm transportation capacity,

Cheniere is operating, constructing and

Cheniere is a full-service LNG provider.

as well as pipelines constructed, owned and

developing two LNG facilities on the US Gulf

We purchase natural gas from the robust,

operated by Cheniere.

First cargo from Cheniere’s Corpus Christi Liquefaction Facility in 2018.

OPPORTUNITY

RELIABILITY
SUSTAINABILITY

INGENUITY
WE’RE MORE THAN YOUR AVERAGE ENERGY COMPANY.

LET U S S H O W Y O U H O W .
www.cheniere.com
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Real climate problems need
real energy solutions
Natural gas is being scrutinised in the climate change debate and the gas industry must look for opportunities
to play a key role. The European Green Deal has just been launched and restrictions on financing natural gas
projects are underway – there can be no affordable decarbonisation of Europe’s energy without the use of all
gases and the gas infrastructure. By Barbara Jinks
There have been significant develop

2020. This would enshrine the 2050

to implement the Green Deal; at the

ments in Europe that affect the natural

climate-neutrality target in law and

launch Commission President Ursula

gas industry. In November 2018, the

proposes policies to tackle climate

van der Leyen stated: “I want Europe

European Commission issued the long-

change across all parts of the economy.

to become the first climate-neutral

term strategy “A Clean Planet for All”

Policy areas include foremost

continent in the world by 2050…our

that outlined its vision for a climate-

decarbonised energy but also the areas

current goal of reducing our emissions

neutral society by 2050. The Commission

of sustainable industry, renovated

by 40% by 2030 is not enough.” This is

went on to endorse net-zero GHG

buildings, cleaner mobility, protected

evident in the following commitments,

emission objectives in its March 2019

biodiversity and sustainable food

included in the roadmap, to propose:

climate change resolution in accordance

production (see Figure 1).

 The first European climate law

with the Paris Agreement. This has

After lengthy debates the Green

become central to the European Green

Deal was passed by the European

Deal that was launched in January 2020.

Council in December 2019 (with an

As part of the Green Deal, the

(legislative proposals made
in March);
 Higher emission reduction targets

opt-out for Poland) and the European

– 50% by 2030, possible increase to

Commission unveiled its proposal for

Parliament in January 2020. There is no

55% (announcement expected 3Q20);

the first European climate law in March

doubt in the aim of the Commission

 A Sustainable Europe Investment
Plan to mobilise public investment
and help to unlock private funds

A new Circular Economy Action Plan
Biodiversity Strategy for 2030

Preserving Europe’s
Natural Capital
• TBD with the
Commissionerdesignate

• Revised 2030
climate targets
• Extending ETS
• Climate Pact
• Climate Law
• Climate Border Tax

• Review energy
legislation
• European
Framework for Gas
• Review Energy
Taxation Directive

Transition to a
Circular Economy

through EU financial instruments,

A Zero Pollution Europe

which would lead to at least
€1 trillion of investments;

Sustainable Transport

Achieving Climate
Neutrality

• Strategy on the sustainable use of chemicals
• Clean air and water action plans

Farm-to-Fork

European
Green
Deal

Clean, Reliable and
Affordable Energy

Financing the Transition

• European Investment Bank as European Climate Bank
• Sustainable Europe Investment Plan
• Green Financing Strategy
• Mainstreaming climate transition and sustainability in the MFF

The Transformation of
Agricultural and Rural Areas

Towards a modernised
and simplified CAP

Leave No One Behind
(Just Transition)
• Just Transition Instrument, including the Just Transition Fund
• Mainstreaming the Just Transition in the MFF

Figure 1: European Green Deal suite of policies.
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Farm-to-Fork strategy

• Vision for inclusive
rural areas
• Africa Europe agenda

CAP reform proposal

 A Just Transition Fund to help EU
regions speed up their transition
away from fossil fuels;
 Strategies for industry, biodiversity
and others; and
 Revision to the carbon border
adjustment mechanism (4Q21).
The Commission has commenced
the impact assessment phase of

F EAT U R ES

potential proposals under the label
“Smart Sector Integration” including
sector coupling, the LNG market, nonharmonised tariffs, methane emissions,
barriers to entry (to the EU energy
market), tailor-made regulation and
the impact of biogas and hydrogen
on the energy grids.
It is essential that gas associations
continue to work with the Commission
to provide credible data and voice
concerns, as well as support, for the
proposals. Gas associations feel that
the role of all gases and the gas infra
structure is essential to achieving those
aims. GasNaturally – the European
c Many EU countries
are developing hydrogen projects such as the
Magnum power plant
(above) in Eemshaven,
The Netherlands, which
is converting one turbine to run on hydrogen,
and this electrolysis
plant (left) in Mainz,
Germany, which con
verts surplus electricity
from wind farms to
hydrogen.

partnership that represents the whole
European gas value chain and whose
members include IGU – believes that
affordable decarbonisation of Europe’s
energy system cannot be achieved
without the use of gases and the
gas infrastructure.
On the national level, the European
Union’s 27 Member States must submit
National Energy and Climate Plans that
provide strategies to meet EU targets
in the period 2021-2030 as well as

€1 trillion in the Green Deal. In

of capital set to take place sooner

consistent long-term strategies. The

parallel, pressure on financial

than most anticipate”.

plans must outline how each State

institutions to assess the impact of

intends to contribute to targets in

their activities on the climate and their

financing natural gas projects in places

areas such as energy efficiency, renew

contribution to the Paris targets is

where the role of gas is undeniably a

ables, emissions reduction, intercon

growing. Larry Fink, Chairman and CEO

critical part of decarbonisation, such

nections and R&D. All but nine have

of BlackRock, the world’s largest fossil

as for access to energy in developing

been submitted and are under review.

assets owner, recently stated that

regions and to replace coal in dev

This has major implications for

climate change is the priority for most

eloped and underdeveloped regions.

Show me the money

companies and believes that “the

Recent evidence of such tangible

Major investment is needed, both

intensifying climate crisis will bring

effects is the Commission’s sustainable

private and public, to achieve EU

about a fundamental reshaping of

finance drive and the new lending

energy targets – estimated at

finance, with a significant reallocation

policy of the European Investment
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Bank (EIB) that have recently deemed

the taxonomy. The taxonomy has a

has committed to work closely with the

natural gas – as a fossil fuel – outside

major impact on the financing of

Commission to support investment for

their scope.

natural gas projects by setting an

the Just Transition Fund. The five

overarching, technology-agnostic

principles of the lending policy are:

advice; recent studies show that not

emissions threshold of 100g CO2e/

 Energy efficiency;

only are gases essential to achieving

KWhr for electricity generation and

 Low or zero carbon technology;

net-zero carbon in the EU energy

excluding activities such as unabated

 Decentralised energy production;

system by 2050 in an affordable way –

gas-fired power generation, new gas

 Grid investment for new,

the 2019 study, Gas for Climate,

infrastructure and dedicated hydrogen

intermittent energy sources like

estimates savings of €217 billion

pipelines, gas network extension (no

wind and solar; and

annually compared to a scenario with

connection of biogas facilities) and

a limited amount of gas – but also for

natural gas storage.

The is in contrast to gas industry

providing access to reliable energy

The taxonomy instead supports the

 To increase the impact of
investment to support energy
transition outside the EU.

and balancing the energy system in

development of low-carbon gases,

response to increasing amounts of

including the retrofitting of gas trans

policy. IGU has warned that the EIB

intermittent renewable electricity.

mission and distribution networks,

lending policy will have the effect of

transportation of CO2 and the per

taking the benefits of natural gas as a

Sustainable finance

manent sequestration of captured CO2.

clean, abundant, affordable fuel off the

In 2017, as part of a mid-term review of

This is an opportunity for gas com

table for many jurisdictions around the

the Capital Markets Union action plan,

panies in Europe.

world, where there are millions of

There is mixed reaction to the new

the Commission recognised that “deep

The final TEG report was due at

re-engineering of the financial system

press time and an International Plat

their economies and improve their

is necessary for investments to become

form on Sustainable Finance has been

quality of life. In contrast, despite this

more sustainable”. In May 2018, the

launched with aims to scale up the

risk, NGOs are calling for EIB to stop

Commission’s action plan proposed

mobilisation of private capital towards

funding all fossil projects now and

four legislative proposals: standards

sustainable investments and to stren

adopt the more stringent 100g CO2e/

and labels for green financial products;

gthen international cooperation.

KWhr limit on power production. In

climate benchmarks and disclosure;

people who need more energy to fuel

parallel, some countries support

corporate disclosure of climate-related

EIB lending policy

natural gas as the fastest way to reduce

information; and – most importantly for

In November 2019, EIB issued its new

emissions – Germany has recently

the gas industry – a taxonomy (classi

lending policy which has shifted the

committed to converting all lignite and

fication) of climate, environmental and

focus away from fossil fuels, effectively

coal power plants to natural gas by

socially-sustainable activities where

transforming itself into a “Climate Bank”.

2038 and proclaims that its economy

investment can most impact capital

EIB will focus on supporting invest

flows to sustainable development.

ments to “future-proof gas pipelines for

In addition, a Technical Expert

cannot thrive without gases, in
particular hydrogen.

low-carbon gases” beyond 2021 and

Group (TEG) was established to assist

has reduced emission eligibility limits

In Europe it’s all about green gases

the Commission. In June 2018, a TEG

for financing power generation from

In the European Union, the debate on

draft report recommended the prepar

550g to 250g CO2e/KWhr (averaged

the role of gases in contributing to

ation of a Delegated Act to implement

over the lifetime of the power plant). It

climate targets is increasingly around
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Proven, practical and lowest cost liquefaction
▪

Patented configuration, powered by Baker Hughes’ LM9000 with Air Products’ AP-C1™ air-cooled
liquefaction plants, with preeminent environmental performance.

▪

‘Product Line’ based design, economy of scale, modularization and a strong team of selected
partners, resulting in a breakthrough ‘shifting of the cost-curve’ for 12 MTPA of liquefaction
capacity per LIQUI-MAX™ Vessel.

▪

Contracted with TechnipFMC for the pre-FID engineering work, resulting in wrapped EPCIC with
Capex and Performance guarantee.

▪

Build-own-operate on tolling-fee basis, enabling low-cost adaptation for off-balance sheet
financed, plug-and-play liquefaction facilities, with location flexibility in proximity to low-priced
gas resources.

Main Pass Energy Hub™ – 1st deployment
▪

24 MTPA LNG export project located in eastern Gulf of Mexico, with favourable access to US gas
pipeline network.

▪

Logistics savings of about $0.10/MMBtu for offtakers relative to Cheniere and other inland
terminals due to reduced LNG carrier turnaround time, avoiding congested waterways and shipchannels.

▪

Site previously approved for LNG import under the Deepwater Port Act, experienced team
retained. DOE approval for the export of LNG, target export start-up is 2027.

▪

Forming a developer consortium with US midstream and global LNG portfolio players to fully
develop, contract and fund the Main Pass Energy Hub™ LNG export project.

GLS is negotiating anchor offtake agreement at a cost to
the off-taker of Cheniere equivalent $1.90 per MMBtu

Visit us at www.gls-ltd.com
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185 TWh

and methane and the technology is

BUILDINGS

45 TWh

ready to be scaled-up to an estimated
TRANSPORT

RENEWABLE
METHANE
BIO-LNG

CO2 from biomass fermentation).

250 TWh
70 TWh

1,170 TWh

INDUSTRY
630 TWh

H

HYDROGEN

320 TWh

785 TWh
1,710 TWh

250-1,200 TWh from P2G (using green

595 TWh

Source: www.gasforclimate2050.eu

POWER

c Figure 2: Gas for Climate
study showing renewable
and low-carbon gas supply
and demand in the
“optimised gas” scenario.
x Figure 3: Map of
hydrogen projects in the
EU and UK.

Barriers to development include
political and economic uncertainties
(despite strong cost reduction predic
tions) and social acceptance of the
relatively new technology. GHG
reductions of over 80% were achieved.
It is clear that the European
Commission has an objective to use

low carbon gases, in particular bio

transmission grid, small-scale LNG and

hydrogen, produced domestically and

methane and hydrogen. The study Gas

liquefied renewable gas (LRG) for

imported. The Commissioner for the

for Climate issued in 2019 estimates

mobility. The project also assessed the

Green Deal (and Executive Vice Presi

that 80% of energy demand for build

impact on the transmission and distri

dent of the Commission), Frans

ings, power and heavy-duty vehicles

bution grids and market uptake.

Timmermans, has stated: “In my

can be met by the scale-up of renew

A roadmap and project information

dreams, we would create a partnership

able hydrogen and biomethane alone

has been issued (www.storeandgo.info).

with Africa … help install a huge capa

(see Figure 2). The association Hydrogen
Europe estimates that 24% of Europe’s

Key findings are that all sites pro
duced high-quality green hydrogen

energy needs by 2050 can be met by
hydrogen. Many countries are
developing hydrogen/methanation
projects – in Germany alone there are
currently 35 power-to-gas plants in
operation (total 30 MW in 2019) and
there are around 40 more underway in
Europe (see Figure 3).
The Store&Go project, the largest in
Europe with 27 partners in six coun
tries, funded by the EU’s Horizon 2020
research and innovation programme,
recently concluded its four-year testing
of three power-to-gas (P2G) demo
plants. The plants looked at the tech
nology of P2G and methanation using
different energy sources and CO2 feed
stock, and use of the methane in three
destinations – injection into a gas

Source: Hydrogen Europe
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city of solar energy in Africa and
transform that energy into hydrogen.
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Then we would transport that hydro

in the existing gas system along all

renewable and decarbonised energy

gen to other parts of the world and

parts of the gas chain, based on

grid throughout Europe facilitating sig

Europe, through existing means that

published research, and what amend

nificant decarbonisation in all sectors.

we already have.” This was seconded

ments/cost may be needed. Key con

In conclusion, the gas industry is

by the Commissioner for Clean Energy,

clusions are that major elements of the

showing evidence of providing real

Kadri Simson who stated: “It is not that

gas transmission, storage and distribu

solutions to the real problems of

difficult to change the pipelines you

tion infrastructure and residential gas

decarbonising the EU energy system to

now use for gas into hydrogen …

appliances are expected to be able to

contribute to the Paris targets. Natural

not that difficult to use LNG terminals

accept 10% hydrogen by volume with

gas offers fast, affordable, reliable

for hydrogen.”

out modification – similarly for indus

supply of large quantities of energy,

trial processes at 5% and thermo-

and renewable and decarbonised

accommodated to a degree in the

processing equipment at 15%. Higher

gases can be accommodated in the

existing gas system. IGU-affiliated

concentrations can be reached through

existing gas infrastructure to further

organisation Marcogaz, the Technical

R&D or replacement of affected com

reduce GHG emissions.

Association of the European Natural

ponents. This provides a pathway for

Gas Industry, has researched how

hydrogen to be transported through

Barbara Jinks is the Chair of IGU’s Energy

much hydrogen can be accommodated

out the gas grid to create a virtual

for All Task Force.

Increases in hydrogen can be

MINDS OF ENGINEERS.
PIONEERS AT HEART.
Wintershall and DEA became Wintershall Dea.
We are the leading independent gas and oil company
in Europe. We explore and produce gas and oil –
worldwide. Responsibly and efﬁciently. Going ahead
as one. For we are pioneers at heart, equipped with
245 years of experience in engineering excellence.
wintershalldea.com
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Robotic solutions enhance
safety and reduce costs
Development and implementation of robotic solutions is a high focus area within Gassco’s R&D activities
which is yielding valuable results. By Britt Aarhus, Lisbet Kallevik and Håkon Hilmar Ferkingstad
There has been rapid development in

ments, which have placed robotics in

Developing the technology

the field of robotic solutions in recent

an ideal position to be an integral part

Since 2012, Gassco has been involved

years and their deployment in the oil,

of the inspection and maintenance

in several research and development

gas and petrochemical industry is

strategies for various types of assets.

projects for robotic solutions, of which

increasing. Applications range from

A core focus for Gassco’s robotics

one was the European Union

subsea systems that are remotely

development has been internal

co-funded Petrobot project. This ran

operated to devices and drones for

inspection of pressure vessels. The

from 2012 to 2016 and involved the

topside and onshore use.

most important driver for this dev

development of robotic solutions for

elopment is enhanced health and

internal inspection of storage tanks

potential for visual inspection and light

safety. By using robotics solutions, one

and pressure vessels (see,

maintenance tasks such as cleaning

reduces the need for entry of a human

petrobotproject.eu/).

and painting, where they can provide

inspector in the pressure vessels. In

significant advantages over traditional

addition, there is a significant cost

internal inspection of pressure vessels

methods. These advantages include

saving potential, and new and better

developed in the Petrobot project were

the ability to work 24/7 and to operate

ways to document the condition of

used for the first time on a Gassco

in hazardous, harsh and dirty environ

the pressure vessel.

operated asset. The Bike, a small four-

Robotic solutions have particular

In 2016, two exciting solutions for

wheel magnetic crawler, is a flexible
c Håkon Hilmar
Ferkingstad holding
a Bike to demon
strate its compact
ness and portability.

platform for inspection in confined
spaces. The second solution, the
Snakearm, is a four-metre-long robotic
arm with unique visual inspection
capabilities. The results from the first
use of these two devices showed that
such solutions can provide a safer,
more complete and cost-efficient
inspection compared to the use of
entry by an inspector. It has been
demonstrated that there can be
significant cost savings through a
reduced number of work tasks and
man-hours for preparation, inspection
and return to operation.
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ation with robot developers (GE

success, a fourth factor – the need to

Inspection Robotics, OC Robotics) and

create a good interaction between

the technical service providers at our

them – is probably the most important.

assets in Norway (Equinor and Shell).

When it comes to evaluating defects, a

During this development period,
we have learned that it is not only

In September 2019, together with

technical solution, the robustness

the technical service provider, Shell, we

and capabilities of the robot, it is also

performed six inspections of pressure

essential to pay attention to the

vessels using robotic solutions at the

human factors and the interaction

Nyhamna process plant in Norway.

between machine and human.

Even though at times we experienced
bad weather conditions with heavy

are three equally important factors:

rain and wind, combined with other

 First the robotic solution, which is

technical challenges, we managed to
do all the planned inspections and

the tool;

earm have been further developed,

 Secondly the operator who con

tested and used for several internal

trols the robotic solution; and

inspections of pressure vessels in

pete with an experienced inspector.

important to concentrate on the

To be able to achieve results there

Since 2016, the Bike and the Snak

robotic solution will not be able to com

achieved excellent results. This was
thanks to great teamwork, good

 Thirdly the inspector who

planning and creative problem solving

Norway with good results. This has

evaluates the findings.

(see this link to a video from Nyhamna,

been done through strong collabor

While all three factors contribute to

youtu.be/L5fflOtVrl8).

z Using a Bike to
perform a visual
inspection inside a
pressure vessel.
v A Snakearm
entering a pressure
vessel.
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created greater value and faster imple
mentation for the robotic solutions.
The way forward
Based on the experience and results
achieved through research projects in
the past and now the first use of robotic
solutions on our assets, we see that use
of robotic solutions can reduce risk and
cost and give added value through
building expertise within robotics and
A range of tools can be attached to the robotic solutions depending on the application required,
in this case cameras and lighting on the Snakearm.

generating associated opportunities.
For Gassco the focus going forward
will be to operationalise and deploy

Benefits of innovation

The focus in early implementation

robotic solutions nearing the end of

The objectives for the oil, gas and

of robotic solutions has been the “low

their development phase, which are

petrochemical industry from imple

hanging fruit”, that is easy accessible

ready to be used in an asset. Through

menting robotic solutions for pressure

and clean pressure vessels. However,

this, we hope to contribute to fast

vessel inspections are to minimise the

we have also seen opportunities where

tracking the deployment of robotic

exposure of personnel to potentially

the potential for risk reduction, cost

inspection solutions in the oil, gas and

hazardous conditions, reduce down

and time saving are significantly

petrochemical industry. In addition,

time and save resources. Up to 98% of

greater than in the first use cases we

the results and experience from

the total cost for internal inspection of

have focused on till now.

testing and implementation will be a

pressure vessels with the use of entry

vital part of future development when

by an inspector is related to the pre

Valuable collaboration

Gassco plans to extend the use of

paration work to allow human entry

For Gassco the key to success in the

robotic solutions. We have several

and the after-work to put the pressure

development and implementation of

exciting new concepts and uses in

vessel back into operation. The inspec

robotic solutions has been the close

the development pipeline such as

tion work itself accounts only for about

and valuable collaboration with all

crawlers and Snakearms for equip-

2% of the total cost.

involved parties. Our end users, the

ment with small entries (down to two

inspectors and operational personnel

inches) and extended use of drones

tests and preformed inspections the

from our assets have been involved

for piping inspections.

cost and time saving with the use of a

from the start and we have also been

robotic solution compared to ordinary

very transparent and shared our results

Britt Aarhus, Lisbet Kallevik and Håkon

inspection with entry of an inspector is

and experience from tests and use with

Hilmar Ferkingstad work for Gassco AS

estimated to be 75% (up to NOK 1

the robotics developers.

as, respectively, Chief Innovation Officer,

Based on the archived results from

This open innovation approach where

Communication Manager and Principal

vessel). However, the most important

everyone gains value and can influence

Engineer Asset Technology. Britt Aarhus

benefit is enhanced health and safety

the development and implementation

is also a member of IGU’s R&D and

by reducing the need for human entry.

has been a high focus for us and has

Innovation Committee.

million or $110,000 per pressure
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HOW CAN WE PROVIDE
ACCESS TO ENERGY
WHILE MINIMISING
NEGATIVE IMPACTS ON
THE ENVIRONMENT?

Natural gas – providing more and cleaner energy
www.shell.com/roleofnaturalgas
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Transforming waste heat
into renewable heat
Making use of heat lost from gas-fired tri-generation systems improves efficiency and reduces emissions. A new
technique adds to the results achieved from existing methods of waste heat recovery. By Imrich Discantiny
Traditional co-generation systems pro

Tri-generation, or combined cooling,

At COM-therm’s power plant in

duce heat for space heating and hot

heat and power, is the process by

Komárno, Slovakia, which serves

water and generate electricity. Moving to

which some of the heat produced by a

30,000 people in 10,000 dwellings,

tri-generation allows growing demand

co-generation plant is used to gen

schools, hospitals and administrative

for air conditioning for homes, offices

erate chilled water for air conditioning

buildings, waste heat recovery efforts

and commercial spaces such as server

or refrigeration. Usually an absorption

initially focused on flue gases and

rooms and switchboards to be met

chiller is linked to the plant to provide

aerothermal energy inside the plant

simultaneously or on a seasonal basis.

this functionality.

using heat pumps with highly positive

COM-therm’s power plant in Komárno, Slovakia serves 30,000 people in 10,000 dwellings, schools, hospitals and administrative buildings.
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results. The new technique focuses on
the absorption process.
Absorption cooling has three
circuits that exchange heat. Firstly,
there is a circuit of hot water con
nected to the co-generation unit or
another source of heat. Then there is a
cooling water circuit that removes the
heat released by the absorption cycle
within the chiller. This low-potential
heat (typically 30°C) has so far been
considered unusable and has generally
been released in cooling towers.
c The Komárno
power plant has
been trialling
intelligent
tri-generation
technology with
good results

The third circuit delivers cold water
to the consumer.
Co-generation units usually work
with a temperature gradient of hot
circulating water at 90/70°C which if
used directly would limit the cooling

x The components
and connections
of an intelligent
tri-generation system

capacity of the absorption chiller. The
hot circulating water must therefore be
re-heated to at least 100°C which results
in additional energy consumption.

Heat Distribution
Circuit

Exchanger

Technical solution
Intelligent tri-generation technology

Heat
Pump

uses the wasted low-potential heat to
boost the temperature of the return

Exchanger

hot circulating water.
The cooling water circuit that carries

Measurement &
Regulation

off the heat from the absorption chiller,

Cogeneration
Unit

and whose temperature is lower than
the return temperature of the hot
circulating water, is connected to the

Absorpton
Chiller
Photovoltaic
Collector

Cool
Distribution
Circuit

Inverter

heat pump inlet to allow the lowpotential heat to be transferred. The
heat pump outlet is connected to the
return line of the hot circulating water.
This has the additional benefit of

Exchanger
Heat
Distribution
Circuit

Resistance Spiral
Thermal
Collector
Gas Boiler
Storage
Tank

stabilising the activity of the absorp
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tion chiller by providing for a per

The autonomy of intelligent tri-

This latter benefit is reflected in

manent temperature optimised

generation technology also allows it to

the 2019 operating results for COM-

gradient in the cooling water circuit

be used in areas with underdeveloped

therm’s Komárno plant which

of 25/30°C without the need for a

electricity distribution networks as

produced 51,100 MWhr of heat of

bypass valve.

the photovoltaic cell system converts

which 10,700 MWhr (20.9%) was

solar radiation to direct current

renewable heat. The average

heat is what is termed “renewable heat”

electricity and can operate in an off-

coefficient of performance (COP)

and its use increases the overall

grid mode, galvanically isolated from

of the heat pump section was 3.95.

efficiency of the system.

the public grid.

Additionally the plant produced

The previously wasted low-potential

Further benefits can be obtained by

10,000 MWhr of power and

incorporating a storage tank in the hot

Benefits and applications

circulating water circuit. This allows the

Intelligent tri-generation technology:

stabilisation of the temperature con

 Enables the provision of simul

8,000 MWhr of cooling.
Apart from central heating and
power plants, the technology has

ditions during various fluctuations in

taneous heating/cooling from

a wide range of applications such

the system. The storage tank can also

several heat sources (e.g. co-gener

as waste water treatment plants,

be used to store heat generated from

ation unit, gas boiler, solar thermal

industrial facilities with constant

other sources such as thermal solar

collectors, photovoltaic panels,

heat/cold consumption, sports

panels or heat transformed from

water storage tank);

centres, schools, hospitals, hotels

electric power generated by photo
voltaic panels.
The precise design of the new
system will vary according to the

 Ensures absorption cooling unit per

and office buildings.

formance optimisation by achieving
the optimal gradient of 25/30°C;
 Stabilises temperature conditions

Conclusion
Intelligent tri-generation technology

location and type of installation with

during various fluctuations in the

efficiently uses all sources of low-

the ratio of power generation, heat

operation of the entire heating and

potential heat generated by power,

and cooling adapted to the needs of

cooling system;

heat and cold production, which have

the consumer.
In the tropics, greater cooling
output will be required and there-

 Produces an effective increase in

so far been considered unusable under

the efficiency of the heat pumps;

industrial conditions and vented to

 Optimises stabilisation of fluctu

the atmosphere by cooling towers.

fore a co-generation unit will be

ations of CHP power units and con

The technology for using low-potential

deployed with the ability to supply

nected boiler room components;

heat can also be used in other indus

the required power; the heat supply
boost required for the hot circulating

 Eliminates/reduces the need for
cooling towers;

trial processes.
Transforming waste heat into

 In conjunction with the first phase

renewable heat helps address global

can be covered by thermal solar

of waste heat recovery from flue

environmental protection and climate

panels in combi-nation with

gases, facilitates the installation

change issues.

photovoltaic collectors generating

of CO2 separation technologies

electricity to heat the water in the

in central heating and power

Imrich Discantiny is a Senior Consultant

storage tank. In mild climates, the

plants; and

with IGU Associate Member COM-therm

water entering the absorption chiller

system will typically include a gas
boiler as a heat source.

 Reduces gas consumption by at
least 20%.
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(www.comtherm.sk) and a member of
IGU’s R&D and Innovation Committee.
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LGC highlights potential and
challenges for gas in the region
The 2019 edition of the Latin America and Caribbean Gas Conference & Exhibition (LGC) was held in Lima, Peru,
November 14-15. Promoted by IGU, ARPEL and OLADE in partnership with EnergyNet, the event is one of a number
of initiatives to further the development of the region’s natural gas industry. By Jennifer Arnau and Pablo Farragut
LGC 2019 brought together 130 pro

Energy Organisation’s (OLADE) Energy

fessionals from throughout Latin

Week in Lima, which hosted Ministers

at the most senior level in the value

America and the Caribbean to uncover

of Energy and high-level represen

chain, the discussions and dialogues

investment opportunities in the

tatives of all 27 member countries

which occurred not only on stage, but

region’s gas sectors. Delegates

from Latin America and the Caribbean.

amongst delegates in the networking

included 12 high-level government

LGC Advisory Board members and

breaks and “deep dives” (closed-door,

officials and representatives of regu

sponsors were provided access to the

country-focused meetings), highlighted

latory bodies, national and inter

closed-door ministerial roundtable

the vast opportunities in the region to

national gas companies, investors and

discussions on energy policies and

collaborate and share best practices.

solution providers.

strategies to promote clean energy

The key agenda topics were:

development in all nations, as well as

 Policy and regulation;

via cross-border initiatives.

 Energy transition;

The event was scheduled to
coincide with the Latin American

With a combination of speakers

c In a panel
discussion moderated
by Diego Goldin, CEO
of Global Gas
Mobility (far right)
are (from left to
right): IGU Secretary
General Luis Bertrán
Rafecas; Guillermo
Adolfo Koutoudjian,
International Affairs
Coordinator in
Argentina’s Ministry
of Energy; Andrew
Hepburn, Gas Policy
and Regulatory
Affairs Manager at
Shell; and Orlando
Cabrales Segovia,
CEO of Colombia’s
Naturgas and IGU’s
Regional Coordinator
for Latin America and
the Caribbean.
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into operation a liquefaction project

Peru

(Tango FLNG in Bahía Blanca) with a

The main energy policy objectives are

capacity of 0.5 mtpa.

to increase the number of homes con

The challenges ahead are: achieving

nected to the natural gas supply from

a greater penetration of natural gas in

1 to 1.5 million by 2021 and oil produc

regional markets; the development of

tion from 60,000 to 100,000 b/d by 2022.

greater production and transportation

As regards the distribution of nat

capacity; and to increase competitive

ural gas, investments of $450 million

ness to become a global LNG player.

have been announced with contracts
already signed for the northern regions

Brazil

of Tumbes and Piura, while at press

The Brazilian government’s gas market

time a contract was expected to be

reform seeks to move from a vertically

signed for the Seven Regions project.

integrated model dominated by

This will carry natural gas to the

Petrobras to a competitive market that

southeast of the country (Uyacali,

can increase efficiencies due to a

Junín, Huancavelica, Apurímac,

 Equalising offer and demand;

multiplicity of actors, thus reducing the

Ayacucho, Cusco and Puno).

 Regional integration; and

cost of gas for the industrial sector. The

 Opportunities for investment.

reform will allow more companies to

Bonogás programme offers soft finan

enter the market, third-party access to

cing for connections and other benefits

of getting the right regulatory frame

LNG terminals and gas pipelines and

to facilitate access to natural gas.

works in place to allow for regional

greater distribution diversification.

collaboration, and the essential role

Investment is also needed to develop

Bolivia

gas will play during the context of an

the network of gas transmission

Three-quarters of Bolivia’s gas pro

energy transition. With this momen

pipelines. The price of natural gas in

duction is exported, but with its

tum, LGC is fast becoming the most

Brazil for the consumer is around

important gathering between key

$10 per million Btu and it is estimated

private and public sector players across

that with the measures adopted it can

Latin America and the Caribbean.

be reduced by up to 40%.

Eduardo Alfredo Guevara Dodds, Peru’s then
Vice Minister of Hydrocarbons.

The event reinforced the importance

At the individual residential level, the

Currently, two LNG-to-power
Highlights by country and

projects are underway, one in Sergipe

sub-region

State which was starting up at press

Argentina

time and one in Açu (Rio de Janeiro

The production of unconventional

State) due to start up in 2021, while

natural gas grew by 7.9% year-on-

other projects are on the horizon.

year and now represents 45% of total

Meanwhile, Brazil’s pre-salt reserves

production, which is estimated at

are being developed and the challenge

144 mcm/d. The new supplies have

is to monetise the associated gas. In

allowed Argentina to resume gas

five to 10 years the prediction is for this

exports to Chile and Brazil, and put

gas to begin to be competitive.

Seferino Yesquén, Chairman of Perúpetro.
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the energy matrix of countries in
Central America and the Caribbean.
These include their proximity to major
exporting countries (USA and Trinidad
and Tobago) and the opportunity to
replace imported diesel for electricity
generation and other uses.
Currently, the Dominican Republic,
Jamaica, Panama and the US Common
wealth of Puerto Rico have regasi
fication terminals. El Salvador is dev
eloping an LNG-to-power project due
for start-up in 2021, while Cuba and
Symone Araújo, Director of the Department
of Natural Gas in Brazil’s Ministry of Energy
& Mines.

Trinidad and Tobago have domestic
production and the latter is a longstanding LNG exporter.

Verónica González, Hydrocarbons Advisor
in Uruguay’s Ministry of Industry, Energy
& Mines.

The main challenges are linked to
two markets (Argentina and Brazil)

the characteristics of demand, which is

in the region. Under the theme “Gas

increasing domestic production their

fragmented in small countries, and to

for Growth”, LGC 2020 will be held

import requirements will fall. Bolivia

the financing of projects.

in November.

and develop new export markets. The

LGC 2020

Jennifer Arnau is the Conference

country already has a large fleet of

The Latin America and Caribbean

Producer at EnergyNet and Pablo

natural gas vehicles (390,000) and aims

Gas Conferences will continue to

Farragut is the Project Manager at

to develop the industrialisation of

explore new opportunities presented

ARPEL. For more information on

natural gas (e.g. petrochemicals and

by the development of natural gas

LGC 2020, visit: www.energynet.co.uk.

thus needs to increase domestic demand

urea), while Paraguay and Peru are
potential export customers.
Venezuela
Venezuela has the world’s sixth largest
gas reserves of 6.3 tcm and if they were
to be developed for export in a big
way the country’s strategic location

v Antonio Isa Conde,
the Dominican
Republic’s Minister
of Energy & Mines
and Rosanety Barrios
Beltrán, an indepen
dent energy analyst
previously with
Mexico’s Ministry
of Energy.

would make it a game changer at the
regional level.
Central America and the Caribbean
As it stands, there are two main drivers
for the penetration of natural gas in
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The evolution of natural gas
in Colombia and Latin America
Natural gas is bringing major economic and social benefits to Latin America and its role will increase with
demand forecast to grow 60% by 2040. By Orlando Cabrales Segovia
Natural gas in Latin America is a driver

coast in the 1960s, moves to extend

2016, has proven to be a reliable and

of growth, as it is in the rest of the

access throughout the country and

safe back-up for the power generation

world, but its role in social develop

encourage mass consumption began

system. In 2018, the terminal received

ment is particularly important, giving

in the 1980s. This year, connections

seven shipments of natural gas and

people access to a cleaner-burning

have reached 10 million (representing

delivered 10 bcf (28 mcm) to the

energy supply and improving air

coverage of 70% of Colombia’s popu

national transport system, while during

quality and public health.

lation). Natural gas has become the

2019, six shipments were received

preferred and most competitive clean

delivering 5 bcf (140 mcm).

The share of natural gas in the energy
matrix is expected to grow in several

fuel for commercial, industrial and

countries of the region and production

residential users, generating a true

and modernise. In the last five years,

will increase due to the development of

social revolution by playing a growing

the country’s gas pipeline network has

offshore, continental and unconventional

role in the development of businesses,

been extended by 278 km to reach

hydrocarbon resources. Regional and

family life and transport. We are sure

7,499 km. In terms of transmission, the

international trade – by pipeline and as

that these good results will continue.

expansion of the transport infrastruc

LNG – will also increase.

Some 20% of current production in

The industry continues to advance

ture in 2019 represented an investment

Colombia comes from discoveries

of $300 million, which added 220

Colombia is making progress

made in recent years inland in the

mcf/d (6 mcm/d) to the system. A new

In Colombia, where the use of natural

Caribbean region. In addition, the

plan to expand the country’s infra

gas dates back to a government

Cartagena LNG regasification terminal,

structure has been published recently

initiative started on the Caribbean

which was inaugurated in December

which envisages an investment of $1
billion, including a second regasifi

c Colombia’s gas
resources include the
offshore Chuchupa
field in the Caribbean
Guajira basin.

cation terminal on the Pacific coast in
the next five years.
In terms of mobility, last year ended
with more than 1,500 heavy-duty
dedicated vehicles in service repre
sented by buses, trucks, dumpers and
refuse trucks. Additionally, in 2019 the
number of vehicles converted to
hybrids (to run on compressed natural
gas [CNG] and gasoline) increased by
almost 40% over 2018. According to
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15,600 deaths can be attributed to
diseases associated with poor air
quality and, according to the national
government, the estimated annual cost
of morbidity and mortality associated
with this issue is $3.5 billion (1% of
2018 GDP). Another study suggests
that indoor air pollution causes more
than 67 million diseases and symptoms
due to air quality issues.
This shows that more needs to be
done and there is greater potential for
natural gas to improve public health
and air quality in cities. New supplies
will help and Colombia has a potential
of 4 to 24 tcf (112-672 bcm) in uncon
ventional resources in the Middle
the Ministry of Mines and Energy, in

example, it is responsible for 32% of

Magdalena Valley and the Cesar Ran

recent years more than 600,000 cars

the emissions of particulate matter.

cheria basins. Meanwhile, the develop

have switched to natural gas as a more

Recently, Colombia was portrayed as

economical and efficient fuel, with the

a case study for its air quality improve

advance with the signing of new

greatest number of conversions in the

ments by IGU, where Bogotá’s efforts to

exploration and production licences to

capital, Bogotá, and the cities of

improve the quality of air on its streets

develop the potential of 7 to 30 tcf

Barranquilla, Cali, Medellín and Pereira.

by using natural gas to fuel its rapid

(196-840 bcm) in the Caribbean Sea.

When it comes to freight vehicles,
Colombia already has more than 210
trucks running on CNG. Freight trans

ment of offshore projects continues to

transit bus system stood out. (See the
article on pages 94-95 of this issue.)
However, according to the most

Around Latin America
Including Colombia, Latin America’s

port is the main pollutant in cities and

recent report of the Colombian

natural gas consumption in 2018 was

causes poor air quality. In Bogotá, for

National Institute of Health, more than

168 bcm. While that represented a

z The floating
storage and
regasification vessel
Höegh Grace serves
as Cartagena’s LNG
terminal.
v Over 50% of the
buses of Bogotá’s
TransMilenio rapid
transit system now
run on CNG.
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2.5% decline over 2017, the longerterm outlook is positive with natural
gas expected to give a competitive
edge to the region helping to improve
its air quality. According to Exxon
Mobil’s 2019 energy outlook report,
c Globally, Argentina
ranks third in
technically
recoverable shale gas
resources, notably in
the Vaca Muerta
shale play.

consumption is forecast to have an
average annual growth rate of 2.2%
until 2040 reaching 290 bcm. The
outlook for Mexico (which is often inc
luded in North America for statistical
purposes and consumed 89.5 bcm in
2018) is also one of strong growth.
The key challenges are to remain

Tango floating LNG facility in Bahía

85% of the country’s revenues from

Blanca. Later that year, on October 26,

hydrocarbons.

competitive throughout the value

it made the first commercial LNG

chain so that end-users benefit from a

export to Salvador, Brazil. Tango has

new markets will depend on the

competitive fuel and policymakers

a small capacity of 0.5 mtpa and there

ability to secure export routes

make the right decisions in favouring

are longer-term proposals to build

through neighbouring countries

cleaner fuels that improve the air

a much larger liquefaction plant in

and to attract investment in explor

quality of major cities and reduce CO2

Bahía Blanca.

ation and the construction of

emissions. Of course, the industry must

Argentina is expected to return to

Gas integration and access to

new infrastructure.

make significant efforts in reducing

the path of gas self-sufficiency

methane emissions and the carbon

achieved in previous decades, reducing

Brazil

footprint in its operations.

imports from Bolivia considerably.

Despite its potential, natural gas has
a relatively small participation in

Argentina

Bolivia

Brazil’s energy mix. Hydroelectricity

Globally, Argentina ranks third in

Bolivia’s natural gas reserves guarantee

plays a big role with gas acting as

technically recoverable shale gas

supply to the local market and have

back-up in the dry season. In 2018,

resources and fourth in technically

allowed exports to Argentina and

natural gas accounted for 10% of

recoverable shale oil. The Vaca Muerta

Brazil. The largest domestic consumers

primary energy consumption.

shale play, which covers an area of

are the power, industrial and trans

Associated natural gas in the

30,000 km2, has allowed an increase in

portation sectors and together they

offshore pre-salt fields is expected

gas production of 17% in the last two

represent about 65% of the total

to break even in the medium term

years, which by the way has lowered

internal demand for natural gas.

and could become a significant source

fuel prices.
In October 2018, YPF (the govern

However, the development of new

of supply to the region and the world.

gas resources in Argentina and Brazil is

The production of natural gas asso

ment controlled energy company)

forcing the Bolivian Government to

ciated with these fields is expected

restarted pipeline exports to Chile and

seek alternative markets. Bolivia’s trade

to enter the Brazilian market as the

in June 2019 exported the country’s

balance and its fiscal stability depend

infrastructure is built to connect

first LNG test shipment from the

on gas exports which represent about

offshore operations.
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arouses fear and suspicions amongst
the general public, particularly in
Argentina, Colombia and Mexico.
There are several studies that
demonstrate that fracking can be
used safely without damaging the
environment. Likewise, countries such
as Colombia have put in place robust
regulation to mitigate the risks asso
ciated with this activity. It is very
Peru exports approximately one-third of the gas it produces from the Peru LNG plant
in Pampa Melchorita.

important that science drives the

Peru

offshore discoveries. This might allow

policy. The debate has become

Recently, Perúpetro reported that Peru

it to become a game changer in the

very emotional and turned into an

has enough natural gas reserves to meet

region and an important source of

argument that is far from technical

internal and external demand for the

supply to gas markets in the long term.

and scientific.

of current production from the Camisea

Mexico

Long-term role for natural gas

region supplies domestic consumers

Finally, it is relevant to highlight that

As an efficient and a lower-emission fuel

with one-third exported as LNG, princi

Mexico intends to increase its pro

(in terms of particulate matter and CO2),

pally to customers in Asia and Europe.

duction and to reduce imports from

natural gas is playing a significant role

the USA. In the last 10 years, produc

in improving air quality in major cities

Chile

tion has fallen by 30% and purchases

and helping to overcome the energy

The main consumer of natural gas is

from the United States are expected to

poverty situation that still affects

the power generation sector, where it

increase 38% in the next three years.

millions of people around the globe.

is used in combined-cycle thermo

President López Obrador has reiterated

electric plants. Other users of gas,

his opposition to fracking saying the

energy debate worldwide, natural

although in smaller volumes, are the

country should depend exclusively on

gas can also play a central role by

industrial and mining sector, the

its conventional resources.

complementing renewable energy.

public debate and informs public

next 35 years. Approximately two-thirds

commercial, residential and public

With climate change driving the

As the cleanest of the fossil fuels,
Fracking debate

natural gas will have an important

Exploiting Latin America’s large

place in the world energy mix for

natural gas from Argentina after a

unconventional gas resources through

many decades to come.

decade of supply interruption which

responsible hydraulic fracturing oper

led the country to build two LNG

ations with the highest environmental

Orlando Cabrales Segovia is the CEO

regasification terminals.

and social standards offers the

of Naturgas (www.naturgas.com.co),

potential to increase prosperity and

the IGU Regional Coordinator for Latin

Guyana

improve access to energy. However,

America and the Caribbean and a

Guyana is a new player in the region’s

there are many myths about fracking

member of IGU’s Task Force 3 –

gas industry due to its new massive

and a lot of misinformation that

Energy Policy.

sector, and the transportation sector.
In 2018, Chile resumed imports of
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UNLOCKING
NORTH AMERICA’S
ENERGY POTENTIAL

Sempra LNG develops and builds natural gas
liquefaction facilities. We are pursuing five
strategically located LNG opportunities in North
America, with a goal of delivering 45 million tonnes
per annum (Mtpa) of clean natural gas to the largest
world markets, which would make Sempra Energy one
of North America’s largest exporters of LNG.
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©2020 Sempra LNG, LLC. All copyright and trademark rights reserved.
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LNG outlook for 2020
After a record year in 2019, how will the global LNG market develop in 2020? In the run-up to
the release of IGU’s latest World LNG Report, we give a brief overview of where new capacity is
coming from and likely to go. By Mark Blacklock
IGU’s 2020 World LNG Report will be

Osaka Gas, announced the start of

FLNG Satu (2017), Cameroon FLNG

published in late April/early May and,

commercial operations for Train 2 in

(2018), Prelude and Tango (both 2019).

while the details are embargoed until

January and Train 3 will follow. Cameron

then, it will show that 2019 was a

LNG (Sempra LNG, Total, Mitsui and

Corporation’s (EWC) delayed Sengkang

record year for global trade. IGU’s

Mitsubishi/NYK) is starting up Train 3.

LNG project is now scheduled for 2020

World LNG Report Task Force working

And Elba Island LNG, owned by Kinder

start-up bringing the total increase

with consultants Rystad Energy

Morgan and EIG Global Energy

to 21.33 mt.

prepared the report, which is

Partners, is starting up Trains 4-10.

sponsored by Shell and KOGAS.

Russia is in the number two

In Indonesia, Energy World

Demand

position with the start-up of Gazprom’s

As the projects inaugurated in 2019

Supply

Portovaya LNG and Train 4 of Yamal

ramp up to full capacity and are joined

Most of this year’s new supply capacity

LNG (Novatek, Total, CNPC and the

by the 2020 crop, the big question

is coming from the USA. Freeport LNG,

Silk Road Fund), followed by Malaysia

is what will happen in the second

whose limited partnership interests are

with Petronas FLNG Dua. This will be

biggest market for LNG, China. The

ultimately held by Michael Smith,

the world’s fifth floating liquefaction

growth of the country’s LNG imports

Global Infrastructure Partners and

project to enter service after Petronas

was already set to be slowed by the
start of pipeline imports from Russia
and now there is the impact of the
coronavirus pandemic on the Chinese
economy. Hong Kong’s start of LNG
imports, expected at the end of the
year, will make little difference and
LNG that would have flowed to China
will need to find other markets.
While the pace of nuclear power
plant restarts in Japan, the world’s
biggest LNG market, is uncertain (there
were none last year) there certainly
isn’t any growth prospect and new
nuclear capacity in Korea is impacting
LNG demand there. The swing markets

Petronas FLNG Dua sailed from the Samsung Heavy Industries yard in Gohyeon Geoje, Korea
in February. Operations will start later this year.
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are in Europe where there is ample
regasification and pipeline capacity
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increasing its import capacity. The
country’s fifth LNG terminal at Mundra
in Gujarat State received its first
commercial cargo in January having
been formally inaugurated by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi in October
2019. With a capacity of 5 mtpa,
Mundra is a joint venture of Adani
Group and Gujarat State Petroleum
Corporation (GSPC). Also set to start
up this year are two 5 mtpa terminals
using FSRUs at Jaigarh in Maharashtra
State (H-Energy, the energy division
Yamal LNG is served by a fleet of 15 Arc7 ice-class tankers, the last four of which are seen here at a
naming ceremony at the Daewoo Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering yard in Okpo Bay, Geoje, Korea.

of Hiranandani Group) and Jafrabad
in Gujarat (Swan Energy, Exmar and
GSPC). More will follow in 2021.

and thus the ability to switch between

remains to be seen how much more

the two if the price is right, but Europe

can flow there.

has already been absorbing significant
additional quantities of LNG and it

Attention is thus focusing on the
fourth largest market, India, which is

Over in Latin America, Brazil’s
demand, which is well down on its
2014 peak, is set to grow with new
LNG-to-power projects. The country’s

All 10 of Elba Island LNG’s small-scale trains will be in operation by mid-year to give a combined capacity of 2.5 mtpa.
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LNG is an environmentally friendly green fuel.
Petronet LNG Ltd.
is supplying 55 MMSCM/D of gas which is approximately
40% of the gas consumption
in India.
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first LNG terminal operated by a private

has contracted the Golar Nanook FSRU

sector company serves the 1.5 GW

with a 5.5 mtpa capacity. A second

expected to join the ranks of LNG

Sergipe power plant which was due to

project is due to start up in 2021 at

importers this year having completed

be inaugurated at press time. Centrais

Açu using the BW Magna FSRU with

the commissioning of the 6 mtpa

Elétricas de Sergipe (CELSE), a joint

a capacity of 5.6 mtpa and a third is

Bahrain LNG terminal, a joint venture

venture of Golar Power and Ebrasil,

planned for Barcarena.

of the country’s National Oil and

In the Middle East, Bahrain is

Gas Authority, Teekay LNG, Samsung
C&T and the Gulf Investment
Corporation.
Meanwhile, the Philippines is
preparing to start importing LNG to
make up for declining domestic
production but the first project, EWC’s
LNG-to-power project in Pagbilao for
3 mtpa, is likely to start up in 2021
rather than this year.
Mark Blacklock is the Consulting
Editor of International Systems and
Communications. IGU’s 2020 World LNG
The Carnival group is investing in LNG in a big way. The 180,000 GRT Mardi Gras is one of 10 new
LNG-fuelled cruise ships on order and is due to enter service in November.
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Report will be available for download
from www.igu.org at the end of April.
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LNG production capacity due to start up in 2020
Project

Location

Sengkang LNG

Indonesia, Sulawesi

Capacity (mtpa)
0.5

Petronas FLNG Dua

Malaysia, offshore Sabah

1.5

Comments
Train 1

Portovaya LNG

Russia, Leningrad Oblast

1.5

Yamal LNG

Russia, Yamalo-Nenets
Autonomous Okrug

0.9

Train 4

Cameron LNG

USA, Louisiana

4.98

Train 3

Elba Island LNG

USA, Georgia

1.75

Trains 4-10

Freeport LNG

USA, Texas

Total		

c Freeport LNG is bringing Trains 2 and 3
on line this year

10.2

Trains 2 & 3

21.33

x CELSE’s Sergipe LNG-to-power project
was due to start commercial operations at
press time.
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Bringing High Reliability to Small-Scale LNG
Processes: The 27 MW Mixed Refrigeration
Compressor from Atlas Copco Gas and Process
When it comes to LNG, availability and
efficiency are essential – cost efficiency,
operational efficiency and energy efficiency
with maximum availability. Any one of these
factors can make or break a small-scale LNG
(SSLNG) plant.
With a focus on these objectives, Atlas
Copco Gas and Process has for more than
four decades consistently developed solutions
that improve efficiency for every aspect of
process gas applications. Each compressor
and expander in the company’s wide-ranging
portfolio is designed to help both EPCs and
operators handle the strategic and
operational pressures they face every day.
To that end, the company’s integrally-

operational cost by achieving more than

ongoing operating costs. Also, the MRC’s

84% overall compressor efficiency.

skid-based modularity speeds up installation
and commissioning.

geared mixed refrigerant compressor (MRC)

The operational efficiencies provided by

solution marks a true breakthrough for SSLNG.

Customisable for specific

Used in an LNG plant with 2 Million Nm³/d

application needs

intercooling technology and inlet guide vanes

capacity, the 27 MW Atlas Copco Gas and

The MRC can be tailored to the precise

(IGVs) allow operators to make full use of

Process MRC is the world’s biggest integrally-

needs of plant processes. Atlas Copco

agile plant deployment. Intercooling helps

geared centrifugal mixed refrigerant

Gas and Process engineers have designed,

reduce the energy required for multi-stage

compressor, with the smallest footprint among

built, delivered and maintained more than

compression, while IGVs help regulate inlet

compressors of its kind. The 27 MW MRC is

8,000 turbomachines, and they apply that

flow to provide more accurate process

highly engineered to bring unrivaled efficiency

expertise to design solutions that reflect all

control and deliver a constant discharge

to single mixed refrigerant (SMR) processes –

key process needs.

pressure. IGVs are standard with all Atlas

and it’s the first in the world to do so at such
a small size.
Integral gearing makes all the difference.

Our design engineers can help determine

Copco compressors, and they increase

whether open or closed impellers are right

compressor efficiency by 9% compared to

for the process needs, and then select the

other inlet assemblies.

Integrally-geared compressors can support up

best seals for your application – whether dry

Variable IGVs also offer a wide operating

to eight stages mounted on a single gearbox,

gas, floating carbon ring, or labyrinth seals in

range and excellent partial-load performance

shrinking the overall footprint while boosting

single, double, or tandem arrangements. In

over a wide range of conditions. When

reliability. The smarter design of the Atlas

fact, Atlas Copco Gas and Process was the

combined with the efficiency gains inherent

Copco integrally-geared compressor ensures

first compressor manufacturer to implement

to the compressor’s multi-section design,

that the individual compressor stages are

dry gas seals on integrally-geared

these enhancements also promote significant

running at optimal speed for better efficiency,

compressors to pack maximum efficiency,

energy savings.

with lower seal leakage rates than an inline

high machine availability and superb process

compressor. High-speed rotors are supported

control into a small footprint.

by radial tilting pad bearings that eliminate

Atlas Copco Gas and Process offers the

Handling the pressure in LNG
Over the last four years, Atlas Copco Gas

virtually all vibration for optimal stability and

shop testing to ensure optimal performance

and Process has helped a variety of projects

smooth rotation.

and reliability that won’t let you down.

with its groundbreaking compressor. But its
MRC is just one example of the company’s

The result is that the MRC’s rotors are
designed to keep secure ongoing production,

Efficiencies at every phase

many innovative solutions. Around the globe,

delivering 99.8% reliability and excellent

The MRC is built for flexible plant design,

Atlas Copco Gas and Process compressors

efficiency and stability for SMR processes.

with design efficiencies like customised

and expanders support some of the LNG

Improved process control enhancements, as

aerodynamics and a low-leakage seal design

industry’s most critical applications through

well as stage intercooling, help to reduce

that help reduce both initial investment and

out the value chain.

“Energy is a major cost
driver in running an LNG
plant. But with efficient
Atlas Copco mixedrefrigerant compressors,
we’re using less energy
and saving more money.”
Zhang Jia-Hua, Operations Team Leader
Baotou Lu Ding Natural Gas Co. Ltd.
Inner Mongolia, China

Handle the Pressure

Although balancing the mechanics of your LNG plant can put a lot of stress on your
budget, Atlas Copco Gas and Process can help you handle the pressure with highly
efficient, integrally geared centrifugal compressor solutions that help keep costs
under control.
Learn more about Atlas Copco Gas and Process at
www.atlascopco-gap.com
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A clean future for mobility
with gas as vehicle fuel
IGU affiliated organisation NGVA Europe has a long-term vision regarding policy developments
for gas in transport. By Andrea Gerini
Last year saw renewed and strength

and with the final objective of reaching

sustainable from the environmental

ened momentum in the climate

climate neutrality by 2050.

and social point of view: gmobility.

change agenda, aiming to protect our

It is clear that mobility and transport

planet and its environment. Under the

are still among those sectors where

The European Green Deal:

European Commission’s newly elected

major efforts must be made. This will

need for a holistic approach

President, Ursula von der Leyen, the

force us to discuss energy consump

The European Commission’s first

EU’s College of Commissioners for the

tion, fuel solutions and mobility habits

big act after coming into office in

current five-year term took office in

– and change them for good. We have

December 2019 was to announce the

late 2019. This was a crucial time, with

to act within the net-zero emissions

European Green Deal. Clean energy,

new policymakers, regulators and

framework while developing a realistic

net-zero emissions from transport,

experts entering the political arena in

roadmap based on solutions already

air quality and the circular economy

Brussels to move the path of Europe’s

available today. The Natural & bio Gas

are at the heart of an intense legislative

policy trajectory forward. Shortly

Vehicle Association (NGVA Europe) has

calendar and its discussions.

afterwards, the European Green Deal

therefore published a set of policy

We have to kick-off an evolutionary

was officially released, guiding climate

recommendations considered nec

process in which industrial, economic,

policy choices for the next five years

essary to ensure a mobility which is

social and cultural factors will be
heavily involved. The right orches
tration will be able to set the criteria
for a positive energy transition. Especi
ally for the energy and transport
sectors, technologies are needed that
are not only realistic, but also within
reach as soon as possible or ideally
already exist today. This is where
gmobility has a key role to play.
Gas to play its role for carbon
neutral transport in Europe
Natural gas technologies and a fuel like
renewable gas are ready to play their

Ursula von der Leyen, President, and Frans Timmermans, Executive Vice President of the European
Commission, presented the European Green Deal on December 11, 2019.
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role for carbon neutral transport in
Europe with a wide range of missions:
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from dedicated, highly-efficient pass
enger cars with optimised on-board
storage capacity, to an extended
portfolio of heavy-duty vehicles,
trucks, urban buses and coaches.
Gas-powered commercial vehicles

c UK online super
market Ocado opened
its first CNG refuelling
station using blended
biomethane in
Hatfield in January
2019. It is operated
by Gasrec.

deliver the same performance as their
diesel counterparts in terms of both
power and vehicle range.
NGVA Europe listed over 68 original
gas models available across Europe in
its 2019 vehicle catalogue. Compared
to conventional fuels, and measured at

actively absorbing CO2. In other words:

movement and the transportation of

the tailpipe alone, natural gas vehicles

the system is functioning like a forest.

freight around Europe and the world.

offer CO2 emission reductions of up
to 23%.

All of this can be realised without

Recognising their role for transport

impact on vehicle and infrastructure

decarbonisation in the future revision

costs: today, running on natural gas

of the legislative measures is the best

which is produced from municipal

means a saving of more than 50% of

way to create a safe, secure, sustainable

waste or power-to-gas production

fuel costs compared to gasoline and

and efficient system in favour of

pathways, greenhouse gas reductions

approximately 30-35% compared to

European citizens’ mobility and

of up to 95% can be realised on a Well-

diesel, thus offering a positive Total

companies’ logistics. And this needs to

to-Wheel basis. And by converting

Cost of Ownership for users.

start as soon and as fast as possible.

When fuelling with renewable gas,

liquid manure into biomethane, this

Natural and renewable gases are

could even translate into overall

a “natural” element of the European

gmobility vision into 2030

negative CO2 emissions. This means

Green Deal and a quick and easy way

By 2030, the gmobility market has a

that we are capturing and converting

to complement a complex system that

potential growth 10 times higher than

CO2 emissions from the atmosphere,

will gradually change our ways of

today, reaching a fleet of 13 million

Refuelling infrastructure

Vehicle registrations
NEW CNG PASSENGER CAR REGISTRATIONS
EU + EFTA PER YEAR
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Data based on information collected by NGVA Europe; passenger car data issued by the European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association (ACEA).
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c Europe’s gas
fuelling
infrastructure is
expanding. This LNG
filling station on
Germany’s A1
highway near Bakum
opened in December
2019. Operated by
AlternOil it is
Europe’s largest.

units. According to this scenario, one

will provide a GHG emissions reduc-

fight against climate change and

out of three new urban buses and

tion of more than 45% compared

a reduction of pollutants. Thanks

coaches will be fuelled by gas. Freight

to conventional fuels on a Well-to-

to a more complete combustion

transport, relying both on compressed

Wheel basis.

process in the car engine, a near-zero
emissions level can be reached.

natural gas (CNG) and liquefied natural
gas (LNG), will reach a quarter of new

gmobility vision into 2050

Recent experiences have demon-

registrations for the year 2030, offering

Alongside a growing conversion rate

strated that blending a volume of

a realistic alternative to conventional

of waste and residues into bio-

up to 20%-30% hydrogen is tech-

fuels like diesel, especially for long-

methane, large-scale future production

nically feasible, with certain adapt

distance journeys.

of wind and solar power will translate

ations of materials and optimisation

into a greater availability of renewable

of engine parameters.

In parallel, the production of renew

With the flexibility to integrate

able gas will increase dramatically: for

electricity. With adequate innovation

2030, a conservative estimate demon

in the system, surplus renewable

significant amounts of hydrogen,

strates a production potential of close

electricity at times when supply

natural gas mobility is an affordable

to 45 bcm, more than meeting the

exceeds demand can be used to

technology able to contribute to the

entire future demand for gas in trans

produce hydrogen by electrolysis,

climate objectives set for 2050 today.

port, estimated at about 30 bcm.

which can be injected into the natural

This would contribute significantly
to the European decarbonisation
path: 30% renewable gas in the mix

gas grid.
Blending hydrogen with natural
gas provides additional benefits in the
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To translate and communicate
our vision and the benefits of gas in
transport into policy, NGVA Europe
has five major recommendations:

Powering the
Future Through LNG

Chart has a proven track record of maximizing return on investment by delivering safe, robust
and reliable LNG solutions across the natural gas value chain that integrate seamlessly with
existing infrastructure. Contact Chart to learn how our team can reduce total lifecycle cost,
schedule and risk in your LNG project.
• Liquefaction
• IPSMR® process technology
• Modular mid-scale LNG
• Small-scale LNG
• Receiving terminals
• Power generation

www.ChartLNG.com
LNG@ChartIndustries.com

• LNG virtual pipeline
• Cryogenic storage and distribution
• Bunkering
• Vehicle fueling stations
• On-board vehicle fuel tanks and fueling systems
for road, maritime & rail
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Decarbonisation

ing the right conditions to underpin

Introduce a methodology that

future production dedicated to the

the introduction of electricity- and

accounts for the CO2 emission savings

mobility sector. This is the best way

hydrogen-powered vehicles will not be

from renewable gas to establish an

to create sustainable, secure and

perceived in the immediate future as

equal footing among technologies

efficient gmobility in favour of

these solutions will only cover new

when considering their overall climate

European citizens.

registered vehicles and the realisation

impact. This would send a clear,

The environmental impact from

of the necessary infrastructure will

positive message to both vehicle

Emission standards evolution and air

manufacturers and renewable gas

quality

producers while maintaining the

Consider the specificity of natural gas

overcome the opposition between

focus on investments.

as a clean fuel source when establish

the electron and the molecule. The

ing future emissions standards. Natural

mobility ecosystem of the future will

Gas fuelling infrastructure

gas provides the same or better emis

be defined by a variety of alternative

Speed up the implementation of

sion performance than diesel engines,

fuels and new mobility concepts.

alternative fuels infrastructure legis

but with a much simpler and more

By leveraging existing investments

lation, maintaining a technology-

cost-effective after-treatment system.

in gas infrastructure, green gases

Curbing greenhouse gas emissions

including natural gas, biogas and

neutral approach. Thanks to the

need time.
Political choices should urgently

progressive uptake of renewable gas,

from transport through the introduc

hydrogen will be key in enabling an

this would ensure affordability and a

tion of natural and renewable gaseous

affordable, clean and economically

high-level environmental performance.

fuels is one of the viable ways to go.

viable transition of our future mobility

The infrastructure will maintain natural

We must keep in mind that, while

towards carbon neutrality.

and renewable gas (in the form of CNG

Europe’s fleet is still growing, the

and LNG) as alternative fuel sources –

average vehicle age is between 11

Andrea Gerini is the Secretary General of

in line with the EU’s decarbonisation

and 12 years.

NGVA Europe.

goal. Existing infrastructure does not
need any modification when bio
methane is injected.
Energy taxation
Apply preferential taxation for gas as a
transport fuel linked to its contribution
towards low-emission mobility and
market penetration. This will guarantee
the promotion of the most environ
mentally performing fuels.
Integrating a growing rate of
renewables in the market
Recognise the potential of renewable

About NGVA Europe
The Natural & bio Gas Vehicle
Association (NGVA Europe) is a
European association that promotes
the use of natural and renewable gas
as transport fuel. Founded in 2008,
its 129 members from 31 countries
include companies and national
associations from across the entire gas
and vehicle manufacturing chain.
NGVA Europe is a platform for the
industry involved in producing and
distributing vehicles and natural gas,
including component manufacturers,
gas suppliers and gas distributors. It
defends their interests vis-a-vis
European decision-makers to create

gas in gas market legislation, by creat
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accurate stan
dards, fair regu
lations and equal market conditions.
NGVA Europe creates networks
among interested stakeholders to
reach consensus on positions and
actions to expand the market for the
natural gas transport system. It also
collects, records and communicates
reliable facts and significant
developments in the market.
More information about
NGVA Europe and the association’s
efforts for a sustainable future
through gmobility can be found
at www.ngva.eu.

Getting natural gas to
everyone in the world is
also improving the world

naturgy.com

Naturgy is a leading multinational group
in the energy sector, with its head office
in Spain, that promotes the use of natural
gas worldwide; an energy that reduces
emissions, improves air quality and plays
a key role in the energy transition.

IGRC 2020
One of the leading events in IGU’s triennial calendar,
the 16th IGU Research Conference, IGRC 2020, took
place from February 24-26 in Muscat, Oman, under
the theme “Gas Innovations for a Sustainable Future”.
This was the first of the IGRCs to be held in the Middle
East in the 40 years of the event series and was expertly
organised and hosted by IGU Charter Member Oman
LNG under the patronage of Oman’s Ministry of Oil and
Gas working with the professional conference organisers
Ubar Conferences & Events.
In this section of the magazine we share a picture
gallery and report on the conference. Papers presented
at IGRC 2020 can be downloaded from the website:
www.igrc2020.com.
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IGRC2020: Overcoming
the challenges
While other international conferences have been cancelled in the wake
of the coronavirus pandemic, IGRC2020 was successfully held in Muscat,
Oman in February. By Hisataka Yakabe
On February 26, the 16th IGU Research

the globe, despite the current world cir

under the patronage of Oman’s

Conference came to a close, following

cumstances; as such we thank everyone

Ministry of Oil and Gas. This was the

a last-minute reorganisation of the

who made an effort to create, attend,

first time IGRC had been held in the

programme to ensure the success of

and be part of this event, and look

Middle East.

the three-day event in the face of the

forward towards creating more ground-

international health crisis.

breaking research in the gas industry.”

As IGU President, Professor JM (Joe)

The theme of IGRC2020 was “Gas
Innovations for a Sustainable Future”,

Hundreds of participants from 34

giving a clear message that innovative

Kang, said: “I would like to extend my

countries took part in IGRC2020, which

technologies related to natural gas have

gratitude to the Sultanate of Oman and

was held at the Oman Convention and

an important role to play in meeting the

Oman LNG for successfully hosting this

Exhibition Centre in Muscat, to discuss

challenges of global warming and

event, as well as to all the participating

the latest developments in gas

ensuring a sustainable future.

individuals and companies. We have

research and innovation. It was hosted

seen a great attendance from all over

by IGU Charter Member Oman LNG

Oman’s Minister of Oil and Gas, HE
Dr Mohammed bin Hamad Al Rumhi,

HE Dr Mohammed bin Hamad al Rumhi, Oman’s Minister of Oil and Gas (left ), Prof. JM (Joe) Kang, IGU President (centre ) and Khalid bin Abdullah Al
Massan, CEO of Oman LNG Development Foundation (right), addressing the opening ceremony.
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IGRC2020

v Harib Al Kitani,
CEO of Oman LNG,
welcomes delegates
to the Gala Dinner.
x Luis Bertrán
Rafecas, IGU
Secretary General,
with HE Salim Al Aufi,
Undersecretary in
Oman’s Ministry of
Oil and Gas.
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IGRC2020

IGRC2020 Sponsors
Local Host & Gala Dinner Sponsor: Oman LNG
Platinum Sponsor:

OQ

Strategic Partner:

Petroleum Development
Oman

Welcome Reception Sponsor:

BP Oman

Gold Sponsor:

Shell Oman

Gold Sponsor:

Qatargas

Technology Partner:

Baker Hughes

Shipping Partner:

Oman Shipping Company

Silver Sponsor:

Total EP

Silver Sponsor:

Gas Technology Institute

great honour and

Bronze Sponsor:

Mitsubishi Corporation

speech declared, “We are here to solve

privilege to have

Bronze Sponsor:

KBR

the sustainability problem and natural

welcomed partici

gas is part of the solution”. Also speak

pants who came from all over the world

ing during the opening ceremony were

to the conference. I and the entire R&D

ssure delegates from other countries.

Khalid bin Abdullah Al Massan, CEO of

and Innovation Committee of IGU

This necessitated a rework of the

Oman LNG Development Foundation

would like to express our sincere

programme to fill the gaps left by the

and Chair of the National Organising

gratitude to the Omani organisers and

absence of Chinese speakers and mod

Committee, Harib Al Kitani, CEO of

all supporting staff for their hospitality

erators. As the situation developed,

Oman LNG, Professor JM (Joe) Kang

and hard work in organising the

some companies imposed a blanket ban

and myself.

conference. We are also very grateful to

on travel and we had more gaps to fill.

the sponsors (see box).

However, everyone involved worked

c Andrea Stegher,
IGU’s Regional
Coordinator for
Europe, during one of
the Q&As.
x Briefing delegates
during a poster
session.

opened the conference and in his

Programme

After the outbreak of coronavirus,

hard to fill the sessions to ensure that

It was my great pleasure to manage the

our Chinese colleagues decided not to

they were interesting and stimulating.

programme of IGRC2020, and also a

attend the conference in a bid to rea

Overall, 82 speakers from 18
countries gave oral presentations,
while there were 96 poster panels
from 14 countries. Our excellent
moderators facilitated discussions
and delegates made valuable contri
butions in the Q&As.
In addition to the established oral,
workshop and poster sessions of
previous IGRCs, the technical
programme included new special
sessions. These focused on six strategic
topics: working towards a cleaner
world; coupling gas and electrical
systems; decarbonisation; hydrogen;
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Engineering
for extremes
Through innovation, technology and our project execution skills,
we’re helping clients unlock new possibilities in developing their
oil and gas resources.
At Yamal LNG, the largest modularized LNG project ever and
one of the most ambitious industrial undertakings in Siberia,
our innovations in process plant design, project execution and
logistics have broken new ground.
Discover more about how we’re enhancing the performance
of the world’s energy industry.
TechnipFMC.com

IGRC2020

Decarbonisation was the overriding
concern for many participants and a lot
of heated discussions on this theme
captivated audiences.
One impressive feature of IGRC2020
was the invigorating contribution of
presenters and delegates from the
host country. Experts from the Omani
gas industry presented state-of-theart technologies relevant to the LNG
business and the latest developments

the measurement and reduction of
methane emissions; and renewable
natural gas.
Topics of particular interest to
participants included the 3Ds:
decarbonisation, digitisation and
decentralisation. These increasingly
important issues were examined and
discussed in depth at IGRC2020.

z IGRC2020 was
held in the Oman
Convention and
Exhibition Centre.

x Visitors to the
OQ stand in the
exhibition.

in digital technologies, while many
Omani college students used the
opportunity of the poster sessions to
present the results of their research
and discuss them with international
experts. To stimulate and encourage
young local scientists is another
important purpose of the IGRCs.
Awards
Thanks to the hospitality of the org
anisers and Petroleum Development
Oman, we were able to make four
awards to encourage young scientists
and to recognise promising research
and development in the gas industry.
Members of the R&D and Innovation
Committee selected the winners and
the awards were made during the
closing ceremony.
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c Sander Gersen,
winner of the best
oral paper award,
flanked by Amélie
Louvat (the crosscutting technologies
award winner) and
Naoyuki Kato (the
downstream award
winner). Further right
are Ali Al Siyabi and
Ahmed Ibrahim
Albalushi (upstream
award winners).

Winner of the award for the best

Technology were recognised for their

for Energy (RICE) at GRTgaz was

oral paper with a prize of $1,500 was

experimental investigation of a solar

recognised for the development of

Sander Gersen of DNV GL, whose

biogas digester to optimise performance.

standardised methods for the analysis

presentation was on hydrogen as a
fuel for heating processes.
There were three non-monetary

In the downstream category,
Naoyuki Kato of Toho Gas was recog

of ammonia, terpenes and amines
in biomethane.

nised for his development of the trench

awards for posters presented by young

less Stream method to replace cast-

Looking ahead

(under 35) researchers.

iron pipes with polyethylene pipes.

The mission of the triennial IGRCs has

In the cross-cutting technologies

been updated from one conference to

In the upstream category, Ali Al
Siyabi and Ahmed Ibrahim Albalushi of

category, a team led by Amélie Louvat

the next, reflecting the current situ

the Muscat Higher College of

of the Research and Innovation Centre

ation of the gas industry and R&D.
The environment surrounding the gas

c Ali Al Siyabi and
Ahmed Ibrahim
Albalushi are
presented with their
award by Khalid bin
Abdullah Al Massan.

industry is changing rapidly, the gas
industry has to evolve and so does the
IGU Research Conference. I greatly
appreciate the engagement and
participation of all delegates in
IGRC2020 and IGRC2023 will build
on what was achieved in Oman.
Hisataka Yakabe of Tokyo Gas
is the Chair of IGU’s R&D and
Innovation Committee.
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Our energy for tomorrow
comes from yesterday’s
and today’s expertise.
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NEWS
We start this issue’s news section with a report from
the Regional Coordinator for Africa & the Middle East.
Then the Members’ corner focus is on Switzerland’s
Swissgas. Next up are profiles of IGU’s new members
followed by news from the Secretariat and a summary
of the latest edition of IGU’s Urban Air Quality report.
After the news section, we round off with an overview
of IGU’s organisation, members and the events calendar.
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Mozambique LNG

The Total-led Mozambique LNG Project

customers in the Atlantic and Asia-

is moving forward at pace following the

Pacific markets and to tap into the

26.5% participating interest along

$20 billion Final Investment Decision

growing demand for clean energy in

with six other partners including ENH

(FID) made in June 2019.

other parts of the world including the

(Empresa Nacional de Hidrocarbonetos),

The Project starting point was the

Total, as the Operator, holds a

Indian sub-continent. The Project

the National Oil Company of

discovery in 2010 of two deep water

successfully secured 11.14 MTPA in

Mozambique (15%), Mitsui, one of

reservoirs in Area 1 of the Rovuma

long-term sales to a diversified portfolio

the largest trading companies of Japan

Basin off the coast of northern

of credit-worthy customers comprising

(20%), OVL, a wholly owned subsidiary

Mozambique, containing approximately

Tokyo Gas-Centrica (Japan-UK), Shell,

of India’s largest oil and gas company

65 trillion cubic feet of recoverable

JERA-CPC (Japan-Taiwan), CNOOC

ONGC (16%), Bharat Petroleum of

natural gas. This resource base has

(China), Electricité de France (France),

India, which is engaged in refining,

propelled Mozambique into the top

Pertamina (Indonesia), Bharat (India)

marketing and exploration and

fifteen countries with recoverable gas.

and Tohoku Electric (Japan). Selling

production (10%), PTTEP, the national

Moreover, it underpins the development

jointly on behalf of its partners on an

E&P company of Thailand (8.5%) and

of an initial two-train onshore greenfield

ex-ship basis, the Project will deliver

Oil India, the second largest E&P

LNG project of around 13 million tonnes

LNG from Mozambique to its customers

company of India (4%).

of LNG per annum (MTPA) based on

by chartering a modern and efficient

production from the Gulfino-Atum field.

fleet of newbuild LNG carriers owned

held LNG company with an active

Natural gas from eighteen subsea

and operated by experienced shipowners.

presence across the full value chain

production wells will be piped to shore

The Project’s investment will be

Total is the second largest publicly

from upstream production, liquefaction

over 40 kilometers away from where

transformational for the people of

(with equity in 12 existing and 2

the LNG will be produced, stored,

Mozambique. We intend to award $2.5

future projects), trading, shipping,

loaded and exported from the Afungi

billion worth of contracts to

regasification and ending with the

Peninsula. Longer term, the project

Mozambican owned or registered

marketing of natural gas to end-user

has the potential to expand production

companies and hire approximately

customers. Combining its upstream and

up to 43 MTPA which is equivalent

5,000 local employees during the

downstream activity in LNG, Total has

to about one sixth of the current

expected four-and-a-half-year

developed a world market share of

worldwide LNG demand. The EPC

construction period. When operational,

10%. Total is active in 130 counties and

Contractor (CCS JV) is mobilised on

the Project is expected to create around

is committed to better energy that is

site and construction has commenced.

1,500 direct long-term jobs for

safer, more affordable, cleaner and

The Project is scheduled to deliver its

Mozambican workers. Furthermore,

accessible to as many people as

first production of LNG and condensate

Mozambique LNG is committed to

possible. In Africa, Total is the leading

in 2024.

making natural gas available to the

energy player, operating in 43 different

domestic market in phases to support

countries including Mozambique. LNG

is opportune as the Project is well-

the economic and social development of

and Africa are central to Total’s strategy

positioned to meet the needs of LNG

the country.

and growth.

Mozambique’s geographical location

A TRANSFORMATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY IN MOZAMBIQUE
A Clean Source of Energy for the 21st Century
www.mzlng.com

75 trillion

CUBIC FEET RECOVERABLE
NATURAL GAS

43
MTPA
UP TO

World’s
2ND

LARGEST LNG PLAYER

Exploration & Production
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Reports from the Regional
Coordinators
In this issue we bring you a report from IGU’s Regional Coordinator for Africa and the Middle East.
Africa and the Middle East

access to electricity and clean cooking

in renewables. Another $13 billion was

By Khaled Abu Bakr

for all.

spent on electricity networks.

Africa’s population is growing rapidly.

Despite its large and growing

In the last decade, there have been

Its economies have the potential to

population, Africa accounts for a very

several major natural gas discoveries

do the same, and their demand for

small share of global energy sector

in the African continent, most notably

energy is set to grow very fast. Africa

investment. In 2018, around $100

in Mozambique and Tanzania but also

is also an important supplier of energy

billion was invested in the energy

in Egypt, Mauritania, Senegal and

and has seen major recent gas dis

sector in Africa, or about 5.5% of the

South Africa. These finds accounted for

coveries. At the same time, it still faces

global total. Of this, $70 billion was

over 40% of global gas discoveries

significant challenges in terms of

invested in fossil fuels and $13 billion

between 2011 and 2018. The possible

Mozambique is ramping up gas production and the Eni-operated Coral Sul FLNG project is due to start up in 2022. Eni’s partners are ExxonMobil,
CNPC, Empresa Nacional de Hidrocarbonetos, KOGAS and Galp Energia. The hull was launched in January at the Samsung Heavy Industries yard
in Gohyeon Geoje, Korea.
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benefits are many: natural gas
can provide the continent with an
additional source of electricity for
baseload and flexibility needs,
it can supply feedstock for industrial
growth and bring new export oppor
tunities and revenues; and, when
combined with the continent’s huge
renewable energy potential, gas can
offer a new pathway towards the
provision of modern energy services
for all. The prospects for gas, however,
hinge upon well-articulated strategies
to bring the discoveries into pro
duction and build infrastructure
to deliver gas to consumers at
competitive prices.
The position of natural gas in
Africa’s energy mix today varies widely

Gas production from Israel’s Leviathan field began in December 2019. It is operated by Noble Energy
with Delek Drilling and Ratio Oil Exploration as partners.

across the continent. In North Africa,
gas is a mainstream fuel that meets

and a risk. Faced with multiple

discoveries in the region are now

around half of the region’s energy

social and economic challenges

changing the rules of the game. Egypt

needs. In 2017, with strong growth in

and a major infrastructure deficit,

has all the necessary infrastructure and

Algeria and Egypt, gas consumption

resource-rich African countries are

facilities to transport natural gas from

in North Africa overtook oil use for the

unlikely to forego the chance to

gas fields discovered in the Eastern

first time in history. However, the

develop valuable domestic resources.

Mediterranean region to European

picture is very different in much of sub-

But extracting value from Africa’s

markets thanks to its extensive

Saharan Africa, where gas has been a

resource wealth requires the esta

network of pipelines and LNG plants

niche fuel. The share of gas in sub-

blishment of sound, stable and

in Damietta and Idku on the

Saharan Africa’s energy mix is around

transparent regulatory and fiscal

Mediterranean coast.

5% – the lowest regional share in the

regimes, and the right institutions

world. There are a number of reasons

and practices to implement them.

for the low penetration of gas in sub-

Israel is also adding further weight
to Egypt’s potential as Europe’s new
gas hub. The discovery and develop

Saharan Africa. In many cases, there

Egypt as a regional gas hub

ment of gas fields off the coast of Israel

is a considerable distance between

Discoveries of major natural gas

in the last 20 years has resulted in an

production and consumption centres,

reserves in the East Mediterranean Sea

abundance of gas, which the country is

necessitating large-scale, capital-

around Egypt, Cyprus, Israel and

trying to use to its geopolitical advan

intensive infrastructure.

Greece are shaking up energy politics

tage. Partners in Israel’s Leviathan and

in Europe, where Russia has long been

Tamar offshore gas fields had agreed

a major supplier. These major gas

to sell $15 billion-worth of gas to a

As a conclusion, Africa’s resource
wealth represents both an opportunity
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stable at around 65 bcm and 35 bcm
per year, respectively, until 2025.
However, from the mid-2020s both
countries face decreasing gas
production as new discoveries and
c Countries in North
Africa and the Middle
East are deploying
more renewable
power capacities.
The Egyptian BenBan
Solar Park is con
sidered one of the
biggest solar parks in
the world producing
1650 MW.

developments are unable to offset the
decline in output of the countries’
mature fields.
Qatar has the potential to increase
production further and regain the
crown as the largest LNG exporter
in the world. The emirate, with a
population of less than 3 million
people, has the world’s third largest

customer in Egypt – Dolphinus

exception of Qatar, exports via pipeline

proved gas reserves, with an estimated

Holdings – but in October 2019 the

and LNG are minimal, and the rapid

24.7 tcm, and produced 175.5 bcm in

deal was amended to boost supply by

growth in indigenous gas demand

2018. As a result, even with a forecast

34% to about 85 bcm, or an estimated

means that any increase in production

increase in demand of around 3% per

$20 billion.

is easily absorbed within the region.

year during the next few years, the

The Middle East has 75.5 tcm of

country has sufficient resources to

with Cyprus to connect the Aphrodite

gas reserves or around 38% of the

meet its own demand and continue

gas field to its liquefaction plants for

world’s total.

being one of the main suppliers of

Egypt has also signed an agreement

re-export. This agreement is con

Despite sanctions on Iran, the

LNG in the world.
Despite the region’s vast efforts

sidered a general framework to

country has been the main driver of

establish a direct sub-sea gas line

regional gas growth. Between 2010

to deploy more renewable power

between the countries. The Egyptian-

and 2018, Iran added 95 bcm to its

capacity, led by Saudi Arabia, it is

Cypriot agreement is not only for the

annual production, which comprised

unlikely that this will have a major

implementation of a sub-sea pipeline

nearly half of the region’s total increase

effect on gas demand between now

but will also contribute positively to

during this period. In addition, Qatar

and 2030. Given the region’s continued

the supply of gas to the European

and Saudi Arabia are expected to

high consumption of liquid fuels, any

Union. As of January 2020, gas started

grow their collective gas production

additions in solar, wind or even nuclear

to flow from Israel to Jordan and Egypt,

from 200 bcm in 2010 to 349 bcm in

power capacity should be directed

and more LNG from Egypt to Europe.

2030, with 60% of this coming from

towards reducing liquid fuel rather

Qatar. While the combined increase

than gas consumption.

Middle East

in gas production from these two

The Middle East has the largest

countries is far below the forecast

Khaled Abu Bakr is the Executive

discovered natural gas reserves in the

Iranian growth, it is still a significant

Chairman of TAQA Arabia, Chairman

world, but the region has not managed

contribution to the overall tally for the

of the Egyptian Gas Association and

to fully exploit this valuable resource

Middle East. Gas output in the UAE and

the IGU Regional Coordinator for Africa

and market it internationally. With the

Oman is forecast to remain relatively

and the Middle East.
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Members’ corner
This section of International Gas gives IGU members an opportunity to
profile themselves and their relationship with the Union. In this issue we
have a Q&A with Philippe Petitpierre, Vice Chairman of Charter Member
Swissgas, who is also Chairman of Gaznat and Holdigaz, the latter being
the gas distributor for Vevey where IGU is registered.
International Gas (IG) Could you
introduce readers to Swissgas and
give a brief overview of the role of
natural gas in Switzerland?
Philippe Petitpierre (PhP)
Natural gas has been developed in
Switzerland since the 1970s, simul

c Philippe Petitpierre,
Vice Chairman of
Swissgas and
Chairman of Gaznat
and Holidaz. The
painting behind him
depicts work on the
tunnel beneath the
Alps for the Transitgas
pipeline.

taneously with the setting up of the
European transport network, a part of
which crosses the Alps (the Transitgas
pipeline system).
Swissgas, founded in 1971 as a
private limited company, is a joint
procurement and transport platform
for four regional shareholders (regional
gas suppliers) and provides its services
on their behalf. The Association of the
Swiss Natural Gas Industry (Verband
der Schweizerischen Gasindustrie –
VSG) is also a shareholder.
The Transitgas pipeline, originally
built mainly for exports through
Switzerland to Italy and inaugurated
in 1974, underwent a major expansion
programme between 1997 and 2002
to increase capacity with new strings
and branches. Switzerland imports a
large proportion of its gas (annual total
sales 3.5 bcm) from this network.
Gas covers some 13% of total
Swiss energy consumption, which

80 Members’ corner

x The Transitgas
compressor station
at Ruswil.
xv Switzerland’s
network of gas filling
stations covers the
country.
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compares to a share of 22-25% in

transition in our country. As such,

transition. Such a law will more than

other European countries due to the

we are working closely with the

likely prevent the energy transition’s

low use of gas for power generation in

Federal Office of Energy and Federal

objectives from being achieved,

Switzerland. Hydro and nuclear power

Authorities on the implementation

specifically due to the issue of pro

account for the bulk of the country’s

of new legislation (a gas supply law

gressively giving up nuclear energy,

power generation. The challenge for

known as LApGaz) aimed at aligning

the lowering of national electricity

the Swiss energy industry will be

the Swiss gas industry’s objectives

production and the probable increase

meeting higher demand for electricity

to those of the energy transition

of total consumption.

with a sustainable mix of sources and

that is envisaged for our country

important developments in the gas

following a recent referendum.

natural gas usage equivalent to the

sector are expected. A huge national

The latter established the measures

proportions mentioned in the COP 21

challenge will be replacing the

to be put into place in order to

Paris Agreement. Our industry is thus

generation capacity of the nuclear

achieve the set goals regarding the

considering using renewable gas

plants between now and 2030 as

reduction of greenhouse gas emis-

(biogas) to an extent of 30% of the

there is a ban on building new ones.

sions in our country.

thermal energy market by 2030.

The new legislation, which aims

Switzerland plans a reduction in

This mix allows a reduction of CO2

IG How has Swissgas been

at partially opening the natural gas

emissions by 50% in comparison

involved in the drawing up of

market in Switzerland by allowing

with heating oil. In 2018, the share

the Swiss National Energy and

customers consuming more than

of national production of biogas that

Climate Plan and what is the

100 MWh (equivalent to 9,479m3) a

was injected into the gas network

outlook for the gas industry in

year to choose suppliers, acts in reality

amounted to 361 GWh, an increase

Switzerland to 2030?

as a useless and counter-productive

of 9% compared to the previous year.

PhP Swissgas in particular, and the

regulation law, which even represents

Today, some 30 biogas plants in

Swiss gas industry in general, are fully

a risk to the development of new

Switzerland directly inject their

involved in the process of energy

technologies in favour of the energy

production into the gas grid.
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Fuelled by gas
Holdigaz converted this Opel GT to run on
gas and increased its output to 430 metric
horsepower (PS). The Opel GT was
produced originally in a limited edition with
a four-cylinder turbo-charged 260 PS
engine running on regular petrol.
The Holdigaz conversion kit was
developed in collaboration with the École
Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne.
Engineers worked on the engine, from the
air intake to the exhaust pipe, adjusted the
electronics to deal with natural gas
parameters and modified the brakes and
suspension. They also changed the regular
doors into scissor doors (portes en élytre)
and made many other body improvements.

IG Switzerland has long been

optimisation of the performance

by our industry, which is to contri-

recognised for its involvement

of such transformed engines. Facing

bute to the decarbonisation of

in natural gas mobility and its

the “chicken or egg” syndrome,

Swiss mobility, has expanded thanks

developments. Where do you

Switzerland chose to prioritise the

to the fact that 20% of gas used by

stand now?

development of a network of gas

NGVs is biogas. Holidigaz is going

PhP In order to address this aspect

filling stations. As a result, the firm

even further. After having developed

of our developments in Switzerland,

Gazmobil SA was created, whose

the natural gas injection concept,

allow me to respond with the voice

mission was to develop this network

which was used for the first time in

of Holdigaz SA, which is a firm that

around the country which it did

a special conversion of a powerful

delivers gas, quoted on the stock

thanks to the involvement of the

sports car (see box), our firm is now

exchange and mainly privately owned.

Swiss gas distributors.

a major actor in a new project com

For more than 30 years, we have

Today, Switzerland has almost

committed ourselves to research

150 gas filling stations open to the

mobility with the security of a

and development, as well as

public and more privately owned.

sustainable gas supply.

commercialisation in the field of

This enables a user of a gas-powered

natural gas mobility.

car to drive across the country

designed by the engineers who made

from west to east and from north

the SwatchMobil, that later became

the creation of the International

to south without resorting to

the Smart. The Softcar benefits from

Association for Natural Gas Vehicles

alternative fuels.

the latest innovations in terms of

Following our participation in

(IANGV) in 1986, which was renamed

bining the advantages of electric

Softcar is the name of this project,

For many years now the Swiss

mobility. The natural gas or biogas that

NGV Global in 2010, Holidigaz became

gas industry has been introducing

is used is transformed by a REX (Range

involved in the development of gas

biogas into the supply used by

Extender) into electricity, and gives the

injection systems for combustion

natural gas-powered vehicles (NGVs).

vehicle an autonomy of more than

engines, including regulation and

Thus the initial objective declared

600 km in ideal safety and comfort
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conditions. The car’s body is made
entirely from biopolymers, developed
from advanced compound material.

v The prototype
Softcar. Production of
this innovative vehicle
will start in 2021.

Overall, Softcar has a “well-to-wheel”
performance rarely reached. The
Softcar factory will be built this
autumn and production is expected
to start in early 2021.
IG How do you benefit from
IGU membership?

active partner from the beginning.

to participate in high-quality events

PhP Switzerland is proud to have

Membership of IGU is a big

dealing with gas industry issues, both

contributed to the creation of IGU (see

opportunity for our country to develop

technical and political.

box) and then to its development over

a professional network of great value,

the decades. Switzerland has been an

as well as benefit from the possibility

IG Thank you

Switzerland and IGU
The Swiss Gas and Water Industry
Association (in German originally
Schweizerischer Verein von Gasund Wasserfachmännern and later
Schweizerischer Verein des Gasund Wasserfaches – SVGW – in
French Société Suisse de l’Industrie
du Gaz et des Eaux – SSIGE) was a
founder member of IGU in 1931.
At the first meeting of the IGU
Council, Switzerland was elected to
hold the IGU Presidency for 19311934 with Fritz Escher, Director of
the Zurich city gasworks, as
President. The triennium culmi
nated with what was then called
the International Gas Conference
in Zurich in September 1934.
Switzerland hosted the IGU
Secretariat from 1937 to 1949 at
the SVGW office in Zurich, with the
SVGW Secretary General Hermann Switzerland hosted the 15th WGC in Lausanne in June 1982. The venue grounds featured this globe
sculpture with a flame fed by natural gas.
Zollikofer also serving as IGU
Secretary General.
In 2006, Swissgas became the
Swiss gas companies and a Swissgas
Switzerland went on to hold
Charter Member for Switzerland
Board member, as President, and the
the IGU Presidency for a second time
and SVGW/SSIGE became an
15th World Gas Conference took place
for the 1979-1982 triennium, with
Associate Member.
in Lausanne in June 1982.
Eric Giorgis, then Chairman of several
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Magnetotelluric studies in the
Madre de Dios basin, Peru

The Madre de Dios basin has more

knowledge of the structural geology

and encourage natural

than 7.5 million hectares with sedimen

and existing oil systems in the basin,

gas exploration

tary rocks of more than 6,000 metres,

which will form part of Perupetro’s

Once the gas fields of the Camisea

with a natural gas potential to be

integral studies to evaluate the

River area, better known as the Camisea

explored. It is part of the trend of giant

hydrocarbon potential of the basin.

Gas Fields, started up in August 2004,

oil, gas and condensate fields in South

Peru began an energy transformation

America and is clearly an area with signi

promoting hydrocarbon investment in

process that today is the dream of many

ficant potential for gas and condensate

Peru, has started a process of education

countries all over the world. The power

accumulations, with around 12 tcf of

in different institutions of the Peruvian

generation matrix is 55% from renew

prospective resources in 19 structures.

government in order to make them

To reduce uncertainty

able sources (mainly hydroelectric) and
45% from natural gas.
In addition, Pampa Melchorita, an

The stratigraphy of the basin is made

Perupetro, the agency in charge of

aware of the importance of exploration

up of sedimentary rock formations

activities in Peru, the replacement of

whose age range goes from the lower

the reserves we are consuming and the

LNG plant for export, was developed in

Paleozoic to the Cenozoic. The

role of natural gas in the transition to

the area, with an investment of around

geological units of the continental

renewable energy.

$3.5 billion, being the first natural gas

environment are well distributed and

liquefaction plant in South America,

exposed, deposited in different

resources and even greater exploratory

originating the monetisation of Block 56

geological periods; while the marine

potential, which meeds to increase

resources and the increase of NGL

sequences have been developed during

its domestic demand, progressively

production, especially LPG, helping to

the Upper Paleozoic and Lower and

replacing diesel and other petroleum

cover the exponential growth of its

Middle Cretaceous, with dives during

products with natural gas, and focusing

demand at that time.

the Upper Cretaceous and early Tertiary.

on reducing imports of dirty fuels

The exploratory effort in Madre de

(petroleum and diesel). With the

Currently, the Peruvian government

Peru is a country with huge gas

is focused on relaunching a tender for

Dios basin began with the drilling of 5

expansion of domestic demand and

the construction of the Southern Gas

wells in the 1970s, one exploratory well

pipelines available to monetise reserves,

Pipeline, now called the Natural Gas

discovering gas and condensates in

exploration activities for natural gas

Integrated Transportation System

1999 and one exploratory well that did

will also increase, especially in the

(SITGAS is Spanish), a project that will

not reach the target during a drilling

Madre de Dios area where there is the

not only join the contingent resources

campaign in 2015, which positions the

potential to guarantee the country's

of Block 58 with the two 750 MW

basin as an unexplored area.

supply in the long term.

generation plants built in the south,

In the Madre de Dios basin there are

Perupetro plans to tender blocks of

but will also give energy security to

7,790 linear km of 2D seismic, more

the Madre de Dios basin in 2022, this is

the country that is currently dependent

than 95% of its extension is covered

a great opportunity for large companies

on the gas pipeline operated by TGP,

with magnetometry data, 65% covered

that are focused on assets with natural

and finally, will also allow oil companies

with gravimetry data, and a discovery

gas potential, who also have extensive

to develop the exploratory potential

well with contingent resources of the

experience working in environmentally

of the Madre de Dios basin, where

order of 2 tcf. Additionally, during this

sensitive areas and can prove, with

the existence of gas has already been

year, 156 2D-GMA magnetotelluric

successful case histories, the compati

proven, being part of the sub-Andean

stations will be acquired, spaced every

bility between this industry and the

belt as well as the Camisea fields, with

300 metres with a coverage of 46 km

conservation of ecosystems, which are

the knowledge that there is a pipeline

and a target depth of 7,000 to 8,000

also part of the requirements to access

to evacuate any discovery.

metres; in order to generate and obtain

these areas of great potential.
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Presenting IGU’s new members
IGU welcomed three new Associate Members at the Council meeting in October 2019 in Yogyakarta, Indonesia.
Here they give brief overviews of their activities and their reasons for joining the Union.
Chart Industries:

to the world’s largest, with multiple

provide a completely integrated,

Building the

mobile solutions also available.

intermodal solution.

energy future through LNG

Chart’s LNG-to-power solutions are

By Paul Shields

configured according to any storage

LNG for transport

“Chart is proud to have been accepted

and demand requirement and

In the transportation sector Chart

as an Associate Member of IGU. We

incorporate LNG storage, vaporisation,

supplies on-board LNG fuel tanks to

look forward to taking an active role

pressure regulation and control

major truck OEMs and we’ve recently

in the organisation and working

systems to deliver natural gas power at

expanded our manufacturing capacity

with other members to promote

the point of use in areas not connected

in Europe to support local customers.

our shared goal of advancing natural

to the grid, for peak shaving and as

We also offer a complete range of LNG

gas as a key contributor to a lower

temporary, back-up or emergency

fuelling stations, from private, relocat

carbon, sustainable energy future,”

power applications. Chart has many

able outlets to ones with multiple

said Jill Evanko, President & CEO,

LNG-to-power projects in operation,

dispensers open to the public as well

Chart Industries.

from large megawatt power stations to

as fleet operators. Public stations can

skid-mounted composite solutions for

also be fitted with a CNG module,

a broad portfolio of complementary

medium-sized manufacturing facilities.

which equips them to service all

products, including specialty heat

All are modularised, which reduces

natural gas-fuelled vehicles.

exchangers and cryogenic storage

cost and construction time, permits

tanks. The integration of these pro

easier installation and allows for

a reduction in the sulphur content of

ducts to deliver highly engineered

capacity expansions as required.

marine fuel from 3.5% to 0.5% begin

solutions, used from the beginning to

Because Chart also manufactures the

ning January 1, 2020. The maritime

the end in the liquid gas supply chain,

cryogenic containers for road, water

sector is expected to increasingly

makes Chart unique.

and rail distribution we are able to

adopt LNG to meet this standard. Chart

At the cornerstone of our business is

Chart brazed aluminium heat
exchangers (BAHX) were first used to
liquefy natural gas in the 1970s and
have remained at the heart of natural
gas liquefaction processes ever since.
Today, Chart process technology and
heat exchangers are used in global
liquefaction projects driving the next
energy wave.
Our cryogenic tanks range from the
smallest standard packaged gas vessels
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v Modular cryogenic
storage: Instead of a
single site-built custom
storage tank, smallscale LNG projects
typically favour a
modular approach
using multiple shopbuilt items. This
provides both schedule
and cost benefits and
significantly reduces
civil engineering and
time at site.

The IMO 2020 regulation mandates

NEWS

in the Basque energy system to satisfy
c Chart brings clean
burning natural gas
power to off-grid
locations through the
LNG virtual pipeline.
v Iñigo Ansola, EVE’s
General Manager.

local requirements, in keeping with the
plans and directives of the Basque
Government and based on criteria of
sustainable development. It achieves
these aims through its own initiative
and influence, and in partnership
with others.

is involved with the design and manu

region within Spain – towards a

facture of on-board LNG tanks for a

position of sustainable development.

range of ships and the bunkering

One of the central features of the
Agency’s modus operandi is its close

Since its creation, the Agency has

collaboration with external agents.

been the chief agent of Basque energy

Ente Vasco de la Energía is the only

Also in the transportation sector

policy. Its work encompasses three

energy agency in Spain to be actively

Chart developed the LNG tenders that

main areas, within which it seeks to

involved in natural gas research,

supply twin locomotives with LNG on

preserve the natural surroundings and

prospecting and management, a

the Jacksonville to Florida railway.

improve the quality of life of local

mission it performs through a range of

Florida East Coast Railway has reported

people. These areas are:

partnerships. Membership of IGU will

reduced carbon and sulphur emissions

 Promotion of energy saving and

undoubtedly provide the Agency with

terminals to fuel them.

of 25% and 40% respectively as a result
of switching from diesel.

efficiency measures;
 Reinforcement of renewable power
resources; and

Paul Shields is Director of Marketing at

 Development of local energy

important opportunities for collabor
ation and coordination with different
global operators from the gas industry,
enabling new synergies and alliances.

Chart Industries. For more information,

resources (mainly renewables and

visit: www.ChartLNG.com.

natural gas) in the Basque Country.

Long-term vision

The basic purpose of the Agency is

Ente Vasco de la Energía is the most

Ente Vasco de la

to achieve a continuous improvement

important energy organisation in the

Energía
By Iñigo Ansola
Ente Vasco de la
Energía, the
Basque Energy Agency, was set up by
the Basque Government in 1982. The
Agency’s mission is to create the
conditions necessary to implement a
coherent energy policy, geared
towards ensuring availability of energy
under the best conditions of supply
security, cost and environmental
impact, with a view to steering the
Basque Country – a self-governing

The Basque Country’s energy assets include the Bahía de Bizkaia LNG regasification and storage
plant in Bilbao.
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Basque Country, in terms of its

facturing sector. In the area of

changing energy environment, Romet

contribution to energy efficiency,

renewables, the Agency has been

strives to leverage its experience,

renewables and availability of natural

working for over 35 years to promote

combined with technological

gas, and its leadership in positioning

wind farms, refurbish hydro stations

advancements to provide valuable

the Basque Country as a benchmark

and build solar and geothermal plants.

data and operational intelligence for

for industrial knowledge and dev

Targets for 2030 include raising

utilities to manage their networks in

elopment in the field of energy. It has

output from renewables to cover 32%

delivering natural gas to commercial

been one of the leading drivers of a

of final energy consumption, obtaining

and industrial end users.

number of energy projects that have

energy savings of 25% in the period

enabled transformation of the energy

2016-2030, with natural gas being used

Collaboration with IGU members

system and the attainment of the

as a base energy source. For 2050 it is

Romet aims to collaborate with other

region’s current levels of welfare

planned to end the use of petroleum

IGU members to promote the environ

and competitiveness.

for energy purposes.

mental and economic benefits of

Amongst other tasks, it prepares

natural gas as a managed resource to

and proposes energy strategies for

Iñigo Ansola is the General Manager of

end users, public and government

the Basque Country – i.e. the basic

Ente Vasco de la Energía. For more

organisations. Romet also intends to

guidelines for regional energy policy,

information, visit: www.eve.eus.

enlist its vast measurement experience
and technical knowledge to participate

based on criteria of supply security,
cost competitiveness, sustainability

Romet elected to

and support IGU committees and task

and technological development. In this

IGU membership

forces in their effort to upgrade prac

context, and working through public-

By Roy A. Sutterfield

tices and knowledge across member

private partnerships, it has been the

Romet is an international market

organisations.

chief developer of the largest energy

leader in positive displacement rotary

infrastructures in the Basque Country.

gas meters, electronic volume

gas have been made available through

These include the entire network of

correctors, temperature instrument

exploited shale and other reserves,

natural gas transport and distribution

ation and auxiliary equipment for the

and made available to emerging

pipelines – which has one of highest

natural gas industry. Founded in 1972,

markets through LNG and expanded

levels of interconnection and input

the Toronto-based company markets

pipeline projects, member companies

and origin diversity of any network

and sells its products direct and

will benefit from Romet’s experience in

in Europe – construction and

through authorised agents, represent

the more established practices found

commissioning of a liquefied natural

atives and distributors worldwide, and

in the European and North American

gas storage and regasification plant,

is known for high-quality products,

markets, which have been central to

and promotion of high-efficiency

innovative technology and strong

Romet’s business. Romet has also

combined-cycle plants. As a result of

commitment to customer service.

recently patented several advanced

As abundant supplies of natural

Named one of Canada’s Best

electronic platforms that enhance

Country now enjoys universal access to

Managed Companies in 2017, 2018

metering technologies to extract

natural gas as a basic energy source.

and 2019, Romet is actively involved in

system information that provides

This has helped cut the use of other

the development of products and

operational intelligence. This offers

more polluting fossil fuels and boosted

solutions that drive value to the utility

utilities the opportunity to be more

the competitiveness of the manu

customers it serves. In today’s

cost efficient and more accurate in

these infrastructures, the Basque
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AdEM-T electronic volume corrector
measures compression levels, allowing
utilities to normalise pricing and
maximise revenue.
A third type of product, Romet’s
AdEM-PTZ (Pressure, Temperature,
Super-compressibility), has the
standard features described above, in
addition to the ability to calculate gas
volume based on gas temperatures,
pressure changes and compressibility.
The AdEM-PTZ allows the utility to
account for higher pressure natural gas
assets and reduce lost and
Romet moved to a new HQ in Mississauga, Ontario last year. Roy Sutterfield is pictured left in the
foreground with Romet’s CEO Brent Collver.

unaccounted-for assets.
All Romet products operate with
extremely low battery consumption,

their billing, gives them the ability

provides usage history up to 471 days.

meet all international standards and

to monitor system line pressures and

The product allows utilities to analyse

have undergone extensive product

temperatures, and provides notices

gas usage by date and/or time to

validation including third-party and

for interruption of service or changes

ensure utilities are getting the

end-user testing confirming they

in demand.

maximum value out of their meter

are fit for every environment. All

assets by matching the customer’s

Romet electronic volume correctors

field experience, Romet can demon

actual load to the correct meter size

are interchangeable on other

strate savings through total cost

while eliminating error caused by

manufacturers’ meters of various

models in white-paper forums,

mechanical indexes.

types and have a 10-to-20-year asset

With its knowledge and proven

technical presentations or joint user

Two-thirds of utilities worldwide

life expectancy.

collaboration roundtables and forums

operate in geographic areas with

endorsed by IGU.

wide-ranging temperatures: When

and understanding of the industry

it’s cold, natural gas compresses,

with a solid base of experience and

when it’s hot it expands. Romet’s

expertise in the field with a pioneering

Measurement capability

Romet complements IGU’s view

Romet’s measurement capability

vision to help solve the needs of the

includes metering through 56 cfh

complex environment utilities operate

(G1000), electronic pressure moni

in today and in the future as our

toring, communication devices, state-

homes, factories and cities become

of-the-art calibration equipment and

smarter and more reliant on energy.

patented electronic volume correctors
that offer users unique operating
benefits. These feature alarm
notifications if gas loads vary and

Amongst other features Romet’s AdEM-PTZ
allows utilities to account for higher pressure
natural gas assets and reduce lost and
unaccounted-for assets.

Roy A. Sutterfield is the Vice Chairman of
Romet. For more information, visit: www.
rometlimited.com.
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Activities of IGU
A round-up of news from the Secretariat.
New staff member
Håkon Olav Huglen
has joined the
Secretariat as a
Senior Advisor on
secondment from
Equinor. Håkon
studied mechanical engineering at the
University of Stavanger, followed by a
degree in business administration. He
started his career in the oil and gas
industry with Det Norske Veritas (today
DNV GL) in 1985, moved to Phillips
Petroleum (today part of ConocoPhillips)

v Mel Ydreos
addresses the ESWG
workshop in Riyadh.

and then to Statoil (today Equinor). For
the last 20 years Håkon has mainly

current host with the Secretariat

took place on March 7-8 in Riyadh

worked in the gas/LNG value chain and

based in the administrative head

and was preceded by workshops on

his recent work was on Equinor’s new

quarters of Naturgy in Barcelona.

the circular carbon economy and

LNG project in Tanzania.

Following extensive evaluation, the

enhancing energy market stability

IGU Council decided during its meeting

and security. IGU is an observer

IGU to set up permanent Secretariat

in Yogyakarta, Indonesia in October

member and was represented by

Traditionally the IGU Secretariat has

2019 to set up a permanent head

Mel Ydreos, Public Affairs Director.

been hosted by members. Spain is the

quarters in London, UK, in 2021.

Further meetings of the ESWG are

The implementation team
Hosts of the IGU Secretariat

approved at the Council meeting is

and September 23-25 in Khobar.

now working towards completing the

The latter will be followed by a meet-

necessary plans that will enable the

ing of the G20 Energy Ministers in

change to a permanent headquarters.

Khobar, September 27-28.

France

1931-1937

Switzerland

1937-1949

Belgium

1949-1970

UK

1970-1979

The formal handover is expected in

France

1979-1988

October 2021.

Switzerland

1988-1994

The Netherlands

1994-2000

Denmark

2000-2007

Norway

2007-2016

Spain

2016-2021
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scheduled for June 19-20 in Jeddah

Ministerial Gas Forum
Planning is underway for the 7th IEF-

IGU and G20

IGU Ministerial Gas Forum which will

The first meeting of the G20’s Energy

provisionally take place in Kuala

Sustainability Working Group (ESWG)

Lumpur, Malaysia at the turn of the

under the current Saudi Presidency

year. The biennial event was last held

NEWS

v Chile’s Minister of
Environment,
Carolina Schmidt
presided over COP 25.
x IGU Secretary
General, Luis Bertrán
Rafecas addresses
IGU’s urban air
quality event at
COP 25.

in Barcelona in November 2018 and is

Presidency of Carolina Schmidt, Chile’s

(see the following pages for a summary

an important forum bringing policy

Minister of Environment, with logistical

of the report).

makers and industry leaders together

support from Spain.

to discuss the actions that need to

The IGU team included the

The 2020 UN Climate Change
Conference (COP 26) will be held in

be taken in order to support gas as

President, Secretary General, Public

Glasgow, UK, November 9-19.

a key contributor to a sustainable

Affairs Director, Public Affairs Manager

energy mix.

and Regional Coordinator for Latin

IGU Presidency 2024-2027

America and the Caribbean. Two

Charter Members putting themselves

IGU and COP

panel discussions were organised

forward as candidates for the 2024-

IGU was out in force for the 2019 UN

at, respectively, the Korean and the

2027 Presidency of IGU and to host the

Climate Change Conference (COP 25),

Chilean pavilions on the important

30th World Gas Conference in 2027 will

which was held in Madrid, December

contribution of natural gas to clean

be presented during the Executive

2-15, after Chile and Spain agreed a

mobility and to improving urban air

Committee meeting in Prague in June.

change of venue from Santiago. The

quality, and the fourth edition of IGU’s

The election will take place during the

conference took place under the

Urban Air Quality report was released

IGU Council meeting in Vancouver,
October 27-29.
IGU magazine to increase frequency
Since its launch in 2004, the IGU
magazine has been published twice
a year and distributed in print format
as well as via download from the IGU
website. Now it will be published four
times a year with the next issue
coming out in June in electronic
format only. The subsequent issue in
October will be in print and e-editions;
thereafter there will be three e-issues
and one print issue each year.
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Surging forward with North Field
Expansion mega-project
Qatargas has been
entrusted with executing
the North Field Expansion
(NFE) mega-project thanks
to the Company’s expertise,
operational excellence
and significant history of
delivering major projects
and managing key assets.
The NFE Project will
increase the State of
Qatar’s LNG production

from 77 mtpa to 110 mtpa
with the first additional
production targeted to
come on line in 2024.
The expansion includes
the installation of platforms,
pipelines and LNG megatrains, additional common
facilities and the acquisition
of LNG carriers.
The scale of the NFE
project is further underlined

Qatargas is expanding its LNG fleet as part of the NFE mega-project.

by the recent invitation to
tender to reserve capacity
for the construction of
more than 100 new LNG
carriers, launching the
largest shipbuilding
programme in the history
of the LNG industry. It is
expected to meet the
shipping requirements of
the NFE mega-project, the
Golden Pass LNG export

project, and replacement
requirements for Qatar’s
current LNG fleet.
An invitation to tender
was also extended in May
2019 for the engineering,
procurement and construc
tion (EPC) of three LNG
storage tanks; compressors
to recover tank boil off gas
from storage and jetty boil
off gas during LNG vessel

loading; LNG rundown lines
from the LNG trains to the
LNG storage area; two
additional LNG berths with
an option for a third berth;
and loading and return lines
from the LNG berths to the
tanks. This EPC contract is
expected to be awarded by
second quarter 2020.
In addition, another
invitation to tender was
issued in September 2019
for the EPC of additional
liquid products storage and
loading facilities and monoethylene glycol (MEG)
storage and distribution
facilities. New facilities
covered under this tender
include a new propane
storage tank, vapour
recovery compressors for
propane and butane tank
refrigeration, a plant
condensate storage tank, a
MEG storage tank and
distribution system, a new
liquid products export berth
and liquid product lines
from the main NFE plant
location to the liquid
products storage area.
Discovered in 1971, the
North Field, which lies off
the north-east shore of the

State of Qatar, has been
a significant factor in the
country’s economic growth.
At more than 6,000 square
kilometres, it is approxi
mately half the size of
the land area of Qatar.
The field holds more than
900 trillion standard cubic
feet (25.49 trillion cubic
metres); approximately
10% of the world’s
known reserves.
Gas from this giant field is
processed to produce LNG,
GTL, NGL and other down
stream products, in addition
to pipeline gas for export.
In 2017, when Qatar lifted
a 12-year moratorium
that had previously been
imposed to study the
impact of production on
the reserve, the NFE megaproject was announced.
Qatargas has also been
chosen to execute a second
new project, the North Field
Sustainability Project, in the
southern sector of the
North Field.
Common Facilities
expansion for the storage
and loading of sulphur is
also planned and will be
executed by Qatargas.

NEWS

IGU publishes latest case
studies in improving air quality
IGU’s latest report highlighting how the increased use of natural gas in industry, power generation, heating and
transport can significantly reduce air pollution was released during COP 25 in December 2019. This fourth edition
of the Urban Air Quality report series includes case studies of three cities – Morbi, London and Bogotá.
Urban air quality remains a major threat

pollution challenge and improving the

Morbi

to human health and wellbeing across

quality of life and health of their residents.

The city of Morbi in the Gujarat region

the globe. On average, pollution reduces

As in the previous reports, the initiatives

of India achieved a dramatic reduction

global life expectancy by 1.8 years, which

presented demonstrate the complexity of

of air pollution and environmental

is worse than smoking and road accidents.

the issue and highlight the need to take

contamination, thanks to switching

an economy-wide, multi-stakeholder

from coal to natural gas in its energy-

comprehensive approach to solving it.

intensive ceramics industry.

The World Health Organisation (WHO)
continues to sound the alarm about the
urgent problem of air pollution, killing

Despite being connected to the nat

7 million every year and costing economies

Key findings

ural gas pipeline network, the city’s 900

trillions of dollars in health, welfare and

The 2019 Air Quality report is a tour

industrial units originally used cheaper

productivity losses, for the 90% of world

across the globe, with cases from three

coal gas in the manufacturing of cera

population who breathe polluted air.

very distinct regions addressing air

mic tiles with society bearing the cost of

pollution challenges, across different

environmental and health hazards. In

sectors (industry, power and transport).

March 2019, India’s National Green

The United Nations also recognises
the fight for cleaner air as a top priority
in the Sustainable Development Goals.
In 2019, the Special Rapporteur to the

It starts in India, with the most severe

Tribunal banned the use of gasification

example of air pollution, set in the con

technology in Morbi’s ceramic units and

Human Rights Council of the UN, David

text of a growing economy and evolv

they switched to piped natural gas. The

Boyd, presented a case for recognising

ing regulations. Then, the UK presents a

switch brought immediate results and

clean air as a human right, because air

case where air quality regulations have

translated into significantly improved air

pollution has negative impacts on “the

been evolving since the 1950s, and a

quality readings, with a 75% reduction

right to life and the right to health, in

recent move to establish a CO2 market

in PM2.5 levels, 72% reduction in PM10

particular by vulnerable groups”.

brought on a further reduction in air

and an 85% reduction in SO2. In addi

pollution, as well as in greenhouse gas

tion to the air quality improvement,

issue that was responsible for some

emissions. Finally, Bogota is a case where

there were other significant environ

12.5% of 2017 deaths in India, and it has

ongoing progress in the development

mental benefits, including reduced

to be addressed with the highest sense

of a public transit system also helped to

water consumption and avoided emis

of urgency by authorities.

meet several city development objectives,

sions from reduced coal truckloads.

It is a very real and very dangerous

The latest edition of the Urban Air

including improving the quality of its

Quality report builds on the tradition of

air, and now the city is taking it a step

coming challenges with compliance,

showcasing cities, regions and countries

further by bringing in new natural gas-

once standards are in place. In the case

around the globe taking on the air

powered buses into the fleet.

of Morbi, it took regulatory oversight and
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The policy lesson here is about over

NEWS

legal follow-through with decisive action

ing this problem, the city authorities are

by a national tribunal, in collaboration

renewing 70% (1,400 vehicles) of the

with the state authorities, to achieve

fleet: 53% (a total of 741 units) will be

positive results. In addition, having

Euro VI compressed natural gas (CNG)

access to the natural gas distribution

vehicles, and the rest will be powered

network made the switch possible, and

by Euro V standard diesel engines with

immediately resulted in significant

particulate filters that will absorb 75%

reductions of pollutant levels.

of particulate emissions. The switch will
be completed in May 2020.

London
The city of London and the UK’s rapid
switch from coal to gas has produced

Because natural gas does not contain
NOX and SOX emissions from coal.
The London example shows that a

sulphur and has much lower NOX emis
sions, the switch reduces air pollution

significant benefits in both CO2 emis

comprehensive policy approach is

significantly and immediately. The new

sions and air quality, thanks to effective

important for maintaining clean air. In

Euro VI CNG buses cut PM emissions

carbon pricing. The fact that the switch

this context, it is necessary to maintain

threefold, from 0.030 to 0.010 (g/kWhr),

in the UK was a direct result of the gov

market mechanisms that ensure cleaner

and emissions of NOX fivefold – from

ernment’s carbon market policy, rather

power production, while at the same

2.0 to 0.4. As the rollout is still in

than pollution control, highlights the

time, continue to roll out measures, like

progress, the final outcomes of the

strong relationship between air quality

Ultra Low Emission Zones, to make trans

switch are not available yet, but the city

and climate goals, and the complement

portation in the city sustainable. The results

plans to monitor, measure and report

arity of measures to address both.

and effectiveness of these initiatives will

the results, after its completion.

The carbon price support programme,

have to be monitored in the future.
Long-term benefits

known as the Carbon Price Floor (CPF),
came into effect in April 2013, and rose

Bogotá

Air pollution is a complex problem, which

annually, so that in April 2015, it doubled

The city of Bogotá in Colombia is con

often involves socio-economic issues,

from about £9/tonne of CO2 to £18/tonne.

tinuing to make progress in its efforts to

and the solutions are not always easy to

It is currently frozen at this level until 2021.

improve the quality of air on its streets,

implement, but as this report series sets

through strong investment in public

out to demonstrate, the benefits and

transit and gas-powered transportation.

long-term social and economic welfare

Analysis by the London School of
Economics and Aurora Energy Research
suggests that the CPF caused coal gener

The city started developing its

gains outweigh the short-term challenges.

ation to drop by 73% between 2013 and

TransMilenio bus rapid transport system

With prudent policies and appropriate

2017 by making gas more cost-competi

in the early 2000s, and it helped resolve

engagement, clean air is attainable and

tive and allowing it to replace coal as a

the growing issues of traffic congestion

one major common tool is switching

baseload generation source. The fact that

resulting in drops of both emissions and

from more polluting fuels to natural gas.

there was existing gas infrastructure has

air pollution, by reducing the number of

This switch can deliver clean air imme

also made the rapid switch possible.

vehicles on the roads, and replacing old

diately, as natural gas burns cleanly and

This switch reduced total UK CO2 emis

buses with newer and more efficient ones.

is largely free of common air pollutants.

sions by 18% in just four years, and as

However, the TransMilenio buses

an additional benefit, brought on air

operated on diesel, which still produces

The full report can be downloaded from

quality improvements, by removing the

large volumes of pollutants. Recognis

www.igu.org.
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Cameroon
Canada
Chile
China, People’s
Republic of

Chinese Taipei
Colombia
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Egypt

Equatorial Guinea
Finland
France
Germany
Ghana
Greece
Hong Kong, China
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Israel
Italy
Japan
Korea, Republic of
Kuwait
Latvia
Lebanon
Libya
Lithuania
Macedonia
Malaysia
Mexico
Monaco
Mozambique
Netherlands, The
New Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Oman, Sultanate of

Albania
Albanian Energy Regulator
(ERE)

Bolivia
Yacimientos Petrolíferos
Fiscales Bolivianos (YPFB)
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Gas Association of Bosnia
and Herzegovina

Hungary
Hungarian Electricity Plc
(MVM) – Hungarian Gas
Trade

Latvia
JSC Latvijas Gāze

Algeria
Association Algérienne de
l’Industrie du Gaz – AIG

Cyprus
Ministry of Energy,
Commerce, Industry &
Tourism
Czech Republic
Czech Gas Association

Argentina
Instituto Argentino del
Petróleo y del Gas

Brazil
Associação Brasileira das
Empresas Distribuidoras de
Gás Canalizado (ABEGÁS)

India
Gas Authority of India Ltd
(GAIL)

Countries represented
in IGU
85 Charter Members
14 Premium Associate
Members
62 Associate Members

Peru
Poland
Portugal
Qatar
Romania
Russian Federation
Saudi Arabia
Serbia
Singapore
Slovak Republic
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sudan
Switzerland
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States of America
Uzbekistan
Venezuela
Vietnam
Yemen

Charter Members

Armenia
Union of Gas Companies of
Armenia (UGCA)
Australia
Australian Gas Industry
Trust
Austria
Österreichische
Vereinigung für das Gasund Wasserfach (ÖVGW)
Azerbaijan
State Oil Company of the
Azerbaijan Republic
(SOCAR)
Bahrain
The National Oil and Gas
Authority (NOGA)
Belarus
Gazprom Transgaz Belarus
Belgium
Association Royale des
Gaziers Belges

Brunei
Brunei Energy Association
Bulgaria
Overgas Inc. AD
Cambodia
Cambodian Natural Gas
Corp. Ltd

Denmark
Dansk Gas Forening –
Danish Gas Association
Egypt
Egyptian Gas Association
Equatorial Guinea
Sociedad Nacional de Gas
de Guinea Ecuatorial
(SONAGAS G.E.)
Finland
Finnish Gas Association

Cameroon
Société Nationale des
Hydrocarbures

France
Association Française du
Gaz (AFG)

Canada
Canadian Gas Association

Germany
Deutscher Verein des Gasund Wasserfaches e.V.
(DVGW

Chile
Asociación de Empresas
de Gas Natural (AGN)
China, People’s Republic of
China Gas Society

Ghana
Ghana National Gas
Company

Colombia
Asociación Colombiana de
Gas Natural – Naturgas

Greece
Public Gas Corporation of
Greece S.A. (DEPA)

Croatia
Croatian Gas Association
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Indonesia
Indonesian Gas Association
(IGA)
Iran
National Iranian Gas
Company (NIGC)
Iraq
State Oil Marketing
Company/Ministry of Oil
(SOMO)
Ireland
Gas Networks Ireland
Israel
The Israel Institute of
Energy & Environment
Italy
Comitato Italiano Gas (CIG)
Japan
The Japan Gas Association
Korea, Republic of
The Korea Gas Union
Kuwait
Kuwait Petroleum
Corporation (KPC)

Lebanon
Ministry of Energy
and Water
Libya
National Oil Corporation

New Zealand
The Petroleum Exploration
& Production Association of
New Zealand Inc.
Nigeria
Nigerian Gas Association
c/o Nigeria Gas Co. Ltd

Lithuania
Nacionalinė Lietuvos
Energetikos Asociacija
(NLEA)

Norway
Petoro AS

Macedonia
Macedonian Gas
Association

Peru
Perúpetro S.A.

Malaysia
Malaysian Gas Association
Mexico
Asociación Mexicana de
Gas Natural, A.C.
Monaco
Société Monégasque de
l’Électricité et du Gaz
(SMEG)
Mozambique
Empresa Nacional de
Hidrocarbonetos, E.P. (ENH)
Netherlands, The
Royal Dutch Gas
Association – Koninklijke
Vereniging van
Gasfabrikanten in
Nederland (KVGN)

Oman, Sultanate of
Oman LNG L.L.C.

Poland
Polskie Zrzeszenie
Inżynierów i Techników
Sanitarnych (PZITS) – Polish
Gas Association
Portugal
Associação Portuguesa das
Empresas de
Gás Natural (AGN)
Qatar
Qatar Liquefied Gas
Company Ltd (Qatargas)
Romania
S.N.G.N. Romgaz S.A.
Russian Federation
PJSC Gazprom
Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabian Oil Company
(Saudi Aramco)
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Charter Members – continued
Serbia
Gas Association of Serbia
Singapore
SP PowerGrid Ltd

Spain
Spanish Gas Association –
Asociación Española del Gas
(Sedigas)

Timor-Leste
TIMOR GAP, E.P.

Ukraine
Naftogaz of Ukraine

Trinidad and Tobago
The National Gas Company
of Trinidad and Tobago Ltd

United Arab Emirates
Abu Dhabi Gas
Liquefaction Company Ltd
(ADGAS)

Slovak Republic
Slovak Gas and Oil
Association

Sudan
Ministry of Petroleum and
Gas

Slovenia
Geoplin

Switzerland
Swissgas

Tunisia
Association Tunisienne du
Petrole et du Gaz (ATPG)
c/o STIR

South Africa
South African Gas Develop
ment Company (Pty) Ltd

Thailand
PTT Public Company Ltd

Turkey
BOTAŞ

United Kingdom
BP Gas Marketing Ltd

Venezuela
Petróleos de Venezuela S.A.
(PDVSA)
Vietnam
PetroVietnam Gas JSC
Yemen
Yemen LNG

United States of America
American Gas Association
Uzbekistan
Uzbekneftegaz (UNG)

Premium Associate Members
Beijing Gas Group (China)

Equinor ASA (Norway)

PT Pertamina – Persero (Indonesia)

Cheniere Energy Inc. (USA)

ExxonMobil Gas & Power Marketing (USA)

Royal Dutch Shell (The Netherlands/UK)

China National Petroleum Corporation – CNPC (China)

İGDAŞ – Istanbul Gas Distribution Co. (Turkey)

The Hong Kong & China Gas Co. Ltd (Hong Kong, China)

Enagás (Spain)

Korea Gas Corporation – KOGAS (Korea)

TOTAL S.A. (France)

ENGIE (France)

Naturgy (Spain)

Associate Members
AGL Energy Ltd (Australia)

HIMOINSA S.L. (Spain)

Romet Ltd (Canada)

Atlas Copco Gas & Process (USA)

Indian Oil Corporation Ltd (India)

Russian Gas Society (Russia)

Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association –
APPEA (Australia)

Indonesian Gas Society (Indonesia)

Samsung Engineering Co. Ltd (Korea)

INPEX Corporation (Japan)

Santos Ltd (Australia)

Baker Hughes Company (USA)

Schlumberger (USA)

Bureau Veritas (France)

Instituto Brasileiro de Petróleo, Gás e Biocombustíveis –
IBP (Brazil)

Bursagaz (Turkey)

Israel Natural Gas Lines Ltd (Israel)

Chart Industries (USA)

Liander N.V. (The Netherlands)

Société Suisse de l’Industrie du Gaz et des Eaux – SSIGE/SVGW
(Switzerland)

Chevron Gas & Midstream Company (USA)

Linde AG (Germany)

Sonorgás (Portugal)

China LNG Association (China)

Natural Gas Society (India)

TAQA Arabia (Egypt)

China Petrochemical Corporation – Sinopec (China)

NextDecade Corporation (USA)

Tatweer Petroleum (Bahrain)

COM-therm (Slovakia)

N.V. Nederlandse Gasunie (The Netherlands)

ConocoPhillips Company (USA)

Oman Gas Company SAOC (Oman)

TBG – Transportadora Brasileira Gasoduto Bolívia-Brasil S.A.
(Brazil)

DNV GL (Norway)

OMV Gas & Power GmbH (Austria)

TgP – Transportadora de Gas del Perú (Peru)

Edison S.p.A. (Italy)

ONC Energy (China)

The Association of Oil & Gas Exploration Industries in Israel

Enerdata s.a.s. (France)

Origin Energy Limited (Australia)

The Gas Association of Chinese Taipei (Chinese Taipei)

Energodiagnostika (Russia)

Petróleo Brasileiro S.A. – Petrobras (Brazil)

Tubacex (Spain)

Eni (Italy)

Petronet LNG Limited (India)

Turboden (Italy)

Ente Vasco de la Energía (Spain)

Posco Daewoo (Korea)

Uniper SE (Germany)

GasTerra B.V. (The Netherlands)

PwC (The Netherlands)

Vitol S.A. (Switzerland)

GAZBIR – Association of Natural Gas Distributors of Turkey

Regas (Italy)

Westnetz GmbH (Germany)

Hermann Sewerin GmbH (Germany)

Repsol S.A. (Spain)

Woodside (Australia)

ARPEL – Regional Association of Oil, Gas and Biofuels
Sector Companies in Latin America and the Caribbean

GIIGNL – Groupe International des Importateurs de Gaz
Naturel Liquéfié/International Group of LNG Importers

MARCOGAZ – Technical Association of the European
Natural Gas Industry

Energy Delta Institute (EDI)

NGV Global

Pipeline Research Council International, Inc. (PRCI)

Gas Infrastructure Europe (GIE)

Russian National Gas Engine Association (NGA)

Gas Technology Institute (GTI)

NGVA Europe – European Association for Bio/Natural
Gas Vehicles

GERG – Groupe Européen de Recherches Gazières/
European Gas Research Group

International Pipe Line & Offshore Contractors Association
(IPLOCA)

Sempra LNG & Midstream (USA)

Organisations Affiliated to IGU

World LPG Association (WLPGA)
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EVENTS AND A C K N O WLED G EMENTS

IGU events and other major
gas-related events 2020-2021
2020

October 6-9
St Petersburg International Gas
Forum
St Petersburg, Russia

November 9-19
26th Session of the Conference of
the Parties to the UNFCCC (COP 26)
Glasgow, UK

July 6-7
Flame Conference & Exhibition
Amsterdam, The Netherlands

October 27-29
IGU Council, Executive
Committee and Coordination
Committee meetings
Vancouver, Canada

November 22-24
GIIGNL 50th General Assembly
Paris, France

September 14-18
IPLOCA 54th Annual Convention
Prague, Czech Republic

November 2-4
33rd World LPG Forum
Dubai, UAE

September 17-18
GIE Annual Conference
Lucerne, Switzerland

November (dates and venue to
be confirmed)
IGU-EnergyNet Latin America &
Caribbean Gas Conference &
Exhibition (LGC 2020)

June (dates to be confirmed)
IGU Executive Committee and
Coordination Committee
meetings
Prague, Czech Republic

November 24-26
GASEX 2020 Conference &
Exhibition
Taipei, Chinese Taipei
December 6-10
23rd World Petroleum Congress
Houston, USA

2021
April 6-8
IGU Executive Committee and
Coordination Committee
meetings
Oran, Algeria
June 20-21
IGU Council and Coordination
Committee meetings
Daegu, Korea
June 21-25
28th World Gas Conference
Daegu, Korea
Readers are reminded to
reconfirm all dates with the
respective event organisers
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Cover (Harib Al Kitani, CEO of Oman LNG – left – and
Khalid bin Abdullah Al Massan, CEO of Oman LNG
Development Foundation – right – presented IGU
President Joo-Myung [Joe] Kang with a model of a
traditional Omani dhow during the opening ceremony
of IGRC2020. The gift represented Oman sailing history;
one of the country’s famous shipyards was located in
Sur town, site of the Oman LNG plant): Ubar
Conferences & Events.
Introduction: IGU.
WGC 2021: Leading the sustainable future discussion in
the global gas industry: Korea Gas Union (20), EXCO
Exhibition & Convention Center (21).

LGC highlights potential and challenges for gas in the
region: EnergyNet.
The evolution of natural gas in Colombia and Latin
America: Naturgas (42 & 43 lower), Höegh LNG
(43 upper), Felipe Scilipoti/YPF (44), Peru LNG (46).
LNG outlook for 2020: Petronas (48), Daewoo
Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering Co. (50 upper),
Kinder Morgan (50 lower), Freeport LNG (52/3 upper),
Meyer Turku (52 lower), GE Power (53).
A clean future for mobility with gas as vehicle fuel:
EU, EC – Audiovisual Service/Etienne Ansotte (56),
Gasrec (57), Chart Industries (58).
IGRC2020: Overcoming the challenges:
Ubar Conferences & Events.
Reports from the Regional Coordinators: Eni (76), Noble
Energy (77), TAQA Arabia (78).
Members’ corner: Holdigaz SA (80 upper, 81, 82 & 83),
Transitgas AG (80 lower).

Real climate problems need real energy solutions:
Koos Boertjens/Vattenfall (25 upper), Siemens AG
(25 lower).

Presenting IGU’s new members: Chart Industries
(86 & 87 upper left), EVE (87 upper right), Enagás
(87 lower), Romet (89).

Robotic solutions enhance safety and reduce costs:
Gassco AS.

Activities of IGU: IGU.

Transforming waste heat into renewable heat:
COM-therm spol. s.r.o.

IGU Organisation: Korea Gas Union (Joo-Myung Kang
& Jeongwook Khang, 96), Beijing Gas Group (Li Yalan
& Chen Xavier, 96), IGU (Luis Bertrán Rafecas &
Secretariat team, 96), GTI (David Carroll, 96).
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